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STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

Tha New Hampshire Action Research on Change in Schools (ARCS) team

began the 1981-1982 school year discussing problems in education and in

their own school in particular. Many of the concerns we identified

homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping, school- within -a- school, class

length, house coordinators vs. department chairs) fell into the broad

category of scheduling, an area which affected teaching and learning condi-

tions in the school. Preliminary investigation into tole issue of scheduling

and organizational changes made by a new principal led us to refocus on a

narrower issue related to scheduling and to the concerns raised above. We

chose to investigate the relationship between school staff job satisfaction/

morale and a number of organizational changes/practices occurring at the

Portsmouth Junior High School (PJHS).

STATEMENT OF THE QUESTION

Our research question evolved during the first eight months of the

project, pitistliarnrar decisions about a researchable problem. We init-

ially chose to research the question, 'How can we make scheduling changes to

!sprays teaching and learning oonditions at PJHS ?" We focused particularly

on the issues of homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping, class length,

school-within-a-school or teaming, department chairs vs. house coordinators,

and flexible or modular scheduling as factors which might affect staff

morale, oommunioation and student learning.

Preliminary data collection and analysis as well as further discussion

of these concerns caused us to focus more specifically on the relationship

between staff morale and several organizational practices in the school. We

then identified several research questions whinh addressed this problem.

1. Do organizational chews effected between 1981-82 and 1982 -83

at the junior high school (see Appendix A) affect school staff

morale/job satisfaction?
2. Do organizational changes at the junior high school affect

school staff's perceptions of teaming, grouping of students,

communication with colleagues and administration, time

management, and teaching assignment?

3. Is goal clarity and involvement in policy decision making

related to ztaff morale/job satisfaction?

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

The literature reviewed in this section was identified by conducting

ERIC searches utilizing the following descriptors; middle school /junior

high scheduling, flexible scheduling, house plan, bomogeneous/hetsrogensous

grouping. Additional relevant materials on teacher morale/job satisfaction

were reviewed from a second ERIC search and from additional readings over

the year.
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During our initial ERIC search, the foL.owing articles provided the
team with information about schedule issues faced in other schools and
coLmunities. Once the team shifted its focus t5 the issue of teacher
morale, these articles were less directly relevant.

Ray Costantiro and Charles Larue (1974) described a program for middle
school science which included a team approach and a three year rotation.
The science teacher on the ARCS team felt the PJM3 science program was more
adequate.

Donald V. Johnson (1976) reported on developing and implementing an
effective student and teacher assignment schedule. Johnson gave information
about strategies for collecting information which would lead-to a workable
schedule for students, teachers, and administrators. The article included
sample schedules, parent survey, assessment graphs for math and reading
tests, profiles of district performance and state performance in testing
program. Because the school context described by Johnson seemed to include
many of the same issues the PJHS motion research team was exploring, this
article was very pertinent to our original research question.

In James Cole's (1975) paper, variable junior high school schedules
were developed to inject variety and expanded course offerings in the tradi-
tional daily schedule. This report presents tables, figures, and diagrams
which explain the Racine, Wisconsin Junior high school variable scheduling
plan. Sample student schedules, programs of studies, the rotation cycle,
and comparisons with traditional scheduling are included. The new principal
at pas kept a oopy this srticle because of its clarity in the mechanics
of scheduling.

In Gary, Indiana at the Edison Middle School a new placement and group-
ing system is being used in math (Dengue 1979). Math tests were sorted
according to the lowest math skill not mastered by each student. Students
were then please in special classes devoted entirely to one specific math
skill. No attention was paid to grade levels in these classes. When the
citywide checkpoint exam was administered the following spring to all sev-
enth and eighth graders, Edison scores were the best in the city. Results
like this seem to present a strong argument for grouping according to
achievement levels in math rather than math grouping within grade levels as
is currently being practiced at PJHS.

The effect of class heterogeneity in junior high school English classes
was investigated by Carolyn M. Evertson, Julie Sanford and Edmund Esser
(1981). The data cited in this study was collected from 27 junior high
school English classes in a large metropolitan school district. Variables
of degree of bomogensioy, classroom management, adaptation of instruction to
individuals, and student task engagement and cooperation were studied. Find-
ings suggest that extremely heterogeneous (English) classes appear to have
limitations in student achievement and task engagement and cooperation of
students which are related to the teacher's classroom management skill and
adaptability to student's needs. These authors suggest that extremely het-
erogeneous classes are less than ideal for a learning environment. These
last two articles are helpful to the ARCS teas because Portsmouth Junior High

2
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School's administrators' and teachers' scheduling objectives are movl.ng from

extreme heterogeneous grouping in all subjects to top students in math and

English being homogeneously grouped within grade level (see SOS question-

naire results in Appendix B).

Track= llamas And Sehedulita

Several themes of the ARCS team's discussions of our school context

were in the areas of lack of aommunication, low teacher morale and teacher's

lack of satisfaction in their ability to do a good job. Members of the team
became increasingly interested in these issues and their relationship to the

project's initial focus of scheduling.

A review of the literature indicates that the moat current work in

teacher morale is being researched under the focus of stress in teaching.
An article by Elizabeth S. Manera and Robert E. Wright (1979), "Stress
Factors in Teaching," had three groups of teachers participate in a Q-aort

of 14 stress factors related to their job field. The broad concept of
communication seemed "embeddad in the top four items selected by the partic-

ipants." Although classroom management and discipline are mentioned as top
concerns of teachers in current articles these authors suggest tha;., "perhaps

oommunioation or the lack of communication tends to cause more stress among

educators. . .."

Additional articles on teacher stress which were reviewed focused on

the new concept of teacher "burnout": Who are our burned out teachers? How

can we identify stress leading to burnout? What elements in a teacher's job

definition or the context of the school may contribute 40 stress leading to

burnout? How woes teacher stress show up in attitude's toward students and
students' learning? (Iwanicki A Schwab, 1981; Schwab Iwanicki, 1982a,

1982b; Schwab, 1982).

Schwab and Iwanicki (1982), in describing who are our burred out teach-

ers, state first, a major aspect of burnout is the development of feelings of

emotional exhaustion and fatigue. A second major aspect is the development
of negative attitudes toward the people with whoa the affected people work.
The third aspect is the loss of the feelings of accomplishment derived from

the job. These three ways in which professionals encounter stress result

from the constant and intensive involvement with people and can lead to a

loss of care and commitment which is not characteristic of their original

attitudes.

Zama at Zan fit` birailla.

A number of recent studies and articles describe causes of teacher

stress.

Sparks (1979) suggests the major causes of teacher stress are: (1)

AtiziarsuisliatiAndluiriagylaxgra (2) the nature of the inter-Nrsonal

relationships in the school, and (3) teacher nercentions of role conflicts.
The interaction of these factors may be important in describing reasons for

high teacher stress. The ARCS team examined some of these issues in its

.surveys and interviews.
3.
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Scrivens (1979) suggests most burnout exists in teachers who have

worked for more than 10 years. In NHS sample, 50% of the teachers have
more than ten years of experience.

F. C. Ellenberg (1972) reviewed the factors affecting teacher morale
and summarized the major oonolusiono drawn frGm several studies:

1) student achievement increased under teachers with high
morale and deoreaaed under teachers with low morale

2) teacher morale assists in establishing "school character"
or climate

3) the more democratic the school administration, the higher
the morale (Burkett, 1965)

4) salary affects level of morale for some teachers and not
others

5.) personal factors are most important in determining an
individual's level of morale

6) teacher's relationship with principal is a key non-
personal factor (Hood, 1965)

7) teacher participation in administrative decisions is
related to morale (Leiman, 1961)

Ellenberg concludes by suggesting that administrator's attitudes, policies,
rocedure, understanding of teachers, and philosophical approach to problems
are a major factor in teacher morale.

Kathleen Booher (1978) reacts to mmiddle school melancholia" and says
junior high/middle school teachers are made to feel like losers for the
following reasons:

1) they are neglected by central administration

2) administrative decisions are made without considering
these teachers

3) administration focuses on what high school teachers think
junior high/middle school teachers should teach

4) administration minimizes importanoe or junior high/middle
school

5) there is no recognition of junior high/midle school
teacher a000mplishments.

Booher calls for administrative support for junior high/middle school
teahers to improve teacher morale.

In Douglas Heath's (1981) summary of his extensive research on faculty
burnout, morale and vocational adaptations, be states that teacher morale
may be deteriorating because the intrinsic rewards for teaching are lower

now than they used to be. High job morale oome)1 from an optimal relation-

ship between job adjustment and personal fulfillment. Teachers in the past

bad higher vocational adaptation, despite low job salaries because they got
intrinsic rewards from helping children develop, receiving community and
parent respect, achieving personal fulfillment. It is these intrinsic

values in teaching which arc lower today: children are harder to teach,
parents and community give less respect, and teachers feel they are realiz-

ing less of their potential. Thus, teacher morale remains low even as
salaries go up. 4

]0



In a recent lEA-NOW newsletter (March 14, 1983) David Lipsky of the New
York State Industrial Labor Relations, Cornell University, stated that
"There's no evidence that promise of extra pay improves a teacher's class-
room performance. Most teachers do their ben regardless of the circum-
stance." The same newsletter reported that research has shown, however,
that teachers' experience and education is positively related to student
achievement.

Manera and Wright (1979) suggest that recognizing streasors is a major
factor in successfully dealing with job :stress. In their research in teach-
ing, 14 categories were ranked br participants to show how much stress the
item produced in their life, 91 educators, two classes of graduate class-
room teachers, and public school aaministrators rated time management, in-
dividualized instruction, and judging people as the most stressful factors
in teaching. Accepting and using other people's expertise and buildiag a
professional reputation were listed as least stressful.

Ash222, Climate. lksanizatianal Btruotura Asul .Tiaclut Batas

A number of studies relate the organizational structure and school
context to teacher morale.

Dennis (1973), in an exploratory analysis of school climates, reviewed
past studies on morale and lists the following major conclusions as factors
affecting morale in the schools:

1) Morale is a function of many interrelated variaolas.
2) There is a lack of instruments to measure morale.
3) The immediate supervisor /administrator is important to a

teacher's morale. A democratic administration can offset
other factors which typically produce low morale.

4) Congruity of peroeptions and expectations or lack of it
between school boardm and teachers is important to teacher
morale.

5) Administrators and teachers often have different views of
levels of morale and what is important to teachers morale.
A larger discrepancy between their expectations results in
lower morale.

6) Preparation programs for teachers which develop, or fail
to change, unrealistic attitudes about teaching result in
low morale.

7) Research needs to be done on the relation of teacher morale
to teaching performance and to administrative personnel
policies and practices in the school.

Dennis then went on to study two junior high schools - one with and one
without morale problems. He utilized four instruments, two for students, one
on self esteem and one on school aNsosphere, and two for teachers, one on
how staffs feel about oo-workers and supervisors, and a second instrument
measuring how satisfied they are with the degree of participation and recog-
nition received from their work.

5
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Specifically, the teacher instruments measured:

wsupportiveness" - a person's feelings that ahlt.,/he is accepted,
respected, and encouraged to function as a competent,
effective individual

"change leadership* - a person's feeling that there is a
sincere ooncern to find, develop and implement better
ways of doing high quar.ty work.

Dennis osnoludes that there are five aspects of the work situation that

are related to tS*cher morale:

Work planning and coordination
Work productivity
Work incentive (i.e., salaries, benefits which are adequate)

Work environment
Work resources - setting (sufficient to do an adequate job)

William C. Miller (1981) discussed staff morale, school climate, and

educational productivity. Ala comments can be grouped in four major areas

as he reviewed the research findings:

1) The social climate ef school and staff morale can affect
student attitt,des and learning

2) Administrative behavior can be important in facilitating
positive staff morale and he cites the following behaviors:

- praising and giving support
- supporting teacher in conflicts with students and parents

- givin3 attention to teachers' physical comfort

- assuming responsibility for administrative actions

- demonstrating knowledgeability about current practices

end strategies
- encouraging teachers' professional growth

3) Research chars an open climate vs. closed climate can affect
student attitune toward learning and problem solving ability.
Administrators play an important role in establishing the

positive climate.
1) In particular, Miller cites the research of Aspy and Roebuck

(1974) showing that 'teachers can change when they work in
situations with high levels of facilitative conditions.'

Sohambier (1981) cites the organizati-nal structure of school decision
making as a major source of teacher stress and burnout in an article en-

titled: 'What to do when the Pyramid Crumbles: The Path from XA+TB Lead-

ership." Schambier suggests that t..aohers burnout because all decisions are
usually made by administrators rather than by or in oollsboration with

teachers. Teachers are then expected to carry out those decisions.

Sandra Kurtz (1980) presented an annotated bibliography on teacher
stress and burnout. Studies and articles particularly relevant to the

present study are summarized below.

6
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Moe (1979) sets individualistic sources of counteracting burnout. He

suggests that teachers should:

- exercise
leave their teaching at school

- develop a hobby
- get plenty of sleep
- keep a diary

learn to say no

- set realistic and flexible goals
tate a sabbatical or leave of absence

William Rosner, Jr. (1978) expressesan additional point of view. He

says that junior high/middle school teachers must be their own advocates to

fill in the information. ,oid about junior high/middle schools. Bosher ad-

mits the teessing need foe outside recognition bou also distinguishes the

net:tensity o: a positive self-ix- and a sense of worth on the pert of

teachers. Finally, Bosher pointo to the interdependence of elementary,

junior blab and high school curricula with all groups participc..ing equally

in decision making from their own knowledge and experience bases.

Many articles in the literature suggest only individualistic ways
teachers can cope utth a rem. It is important tu note that ARCS questions

about (mange in solmduling as related to stress is a different approach

which takes into consideration the larger context of the school environment

and school orgslzational structure.

Reed :1979) suggests ways principals can help prevent burnout in teach-

ers as follows:

- build melt-esteem
- involve thaoters in decision making

communleatu with each member of the staff

- push fax' professional growth
promote skeptical and mental well being

- offer release time
involve parents in the learning process

Flint (1982) brought up three areas for discussion; two of the reviews

seem important to ARCS research in teacher morale and job satisfaction.

First, he discusses tests for stress and burnout, and then he points to

school organizational development and areas of the work environment that can

be manipulated to create job satisfaction.

First, Flint reviews the history of stress burnout research since the

1970e. His definition of 'gumtrees" to dean good or positive stress is

helpful because it recognizes that teaching, as a human service organiza-

tion, involves a certain amount of stressful conditions which inourage.
teachers to continually challenge themselves in the search for better teach-

ing strategies. This "gumtrees' is positive for teacher and student learn-

ing. Then, Flint gives concise examples of different kinds of measure's for

stress and their pros and cons. His summary reinforced the ARCS team deci-

sion to use the newer Maslaoh and Jackson immure for stress and burnout.

This instrument will be discussed la the Design section of this report.

7
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Finally, Flint asks a number of important questions related to the
organizational development of the schools and the areas of the school work
environment that can be manipulated to create teacher job satisfaction.
These are:

quality of leadership
advanoemegt opportunities
level of job security
physical and psychological work climate
job demands
decision making latitude

One member of the team studied the following survey instrument consid-
ered for use in collecting data on teacher morale and job satisfaction.
Those were the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire (LBDQ), the
Organizational Climate Description Questionnaire (OCDQ), the Job Satisfac-
tion/Dissatiefaotion Questionnaire, and the Minnesota Teacher Attitude
Inventory MAIL This teacher recommended that the ARCS team use the
Haslet* Burnout Inventory (amen Services Survey) designed by Christina
Hialeah and Susan Jackman and validated with teachers by Richard Schwab And
Edward Immioki (1981). She cited a number of reasons which convinced the
team of the value in ustng the Human Servioes Survey to gather information
for this part of the research plan.

This review of the literature was undertaken as the ARCS team dis-
cussed the general issue of subool sobedulxng and then focused on teacher
morale/job satisfaction as it existedat PJHS and was related to teaching
and learning conditions in the school. The next section describes the
design of the study on teacher morale and job satisfaction.

RESEARCH DESIGN/METHODOLOGY

in a imam& striansua and Framework

The teem considered many factors before choosing a desisn framework:
time factors (length of project and personal time), tAllnz members' familiar-
ity with research procedures, appropriateness to stud:, the school context,
and exploration of research queation and subquestions. Discussion of re.
search desien centered around the research and development and the evalua-
tion frameworks (Borg A Oall, 1981).

The ARCS team finally decided that an evaluation design would be the
best choice. Within this framework, the team undertook a descriptive case
study of Portsmouth Junior High School, the school philosophy, and the match
between the philosophy (goals, objectives, and junior high priorities) and
the scheduling practices related to teacher teaming and student ability
grouping. The ARCS team described the ourrent school context and philosophy
and current practices. The teas analyzed the strengths and weaknesses of

8
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c".Tent practices in light of teacher morale, job satisfaction, and feelings

G.: accomplishment Is student learning. We will make recommendations which

will be 1) consistent with our operational definition of what a junior high

school is and 2) substantiated by our surveys and literature review.

litaluidhatiaisants
The New Hampshire team is located at an urban junior high school which

serves 680seventh and eighth graders. The school population includes stu-

dents from a variety of sooio-eoommic backgrounds and students from nearby

U. S. Air Force and Naval bases. Of the school's 680 students, 15% qual4ty

as economically disadvantaged under Title I, and approxluately 7% are Black,

Indian, Hispanic, or Asian.

The school staff tends to be experienced and stable. Of the fifty-two

full-time staff mesh - forty-two have taught at this school for more than

four years. About half of the staff have taught for four to eleven years;

the other half have taught for twelve or more years. In September, 1981,

the school principal resigned and accepted an assistant superintendency

elsewhere. The raw principal, appointed in November, 1981, was a former

mathematics teacher and house coordinator at the junior high school.

In 1975, the school principal organized the junior high into four

houses, or sobools-within-aschool. Each house consisted of teachers from

the four major academic subject areas, t house coordinator (also a part-time

teacher), and a group of students. In 1980, because of declining enrollment

and reductions in staff, students as-1 teachers were assigned to three rather

than four houses. In 1982, house coordinators were replaced by department

chairs in an attempt to address oeltral off..ce concerns about curriculum

development. Academic teaoners continued to meet weekly with their house,

ln meetings run by either the principal or the assistant principal. At

present, houses have tower disciplinary or academic responsibilities than

they did in the past. (For more school history, see Appendix C.)

In 1981-82 40 out of the total staff of 52 responded to the survey.

Between the pre-test and the post-test nine of the teachers left the school.

Thus, of 52 total school staff in 1982-83, 48 of 51'respoaded to the second

survey.

All teaching and administrative staff 1981-82 and 1982-83 from a New

Hampshire junior high school participated in this evaluation study. The

staff ranged from 3 to 33 years of experience (see Table 1).

9
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TABLE 1

Description of Portamouth Junior High School Staff,
1981-82, 1982-83

1981-82 School Staff

Number Re-
sponding

Total in to Survey

AG hal Aiming .1282

6
8
6
6
8
6
6
6

4moWEE

52

6

8

5
6
8
6
5
4

48

11111124-laught.

English
Math
Science
Social Studies
Shop(4) & Home Ea(4)
Music(2), Art(2) & Phys Ed(2)
Ouidance(2), Admin(2), Nurse(1), Libr(1)

Speo Ed, Reading(4)

Years of teaching experienoeo: 1

22
22
e3

1982-83 school Staff

Number Re-
sponding

Total in to Survey

Sal Fall 1Q82.
6 6
7 841

6 4
6 6
8 7
6 5
6 6

6 6

51 48

staff bad
staff had
staff bad
responses

Auldeg& In=

taught 0- 3 years
taught 4-11 years
taught 12+ years

not codable

English(6)
Math
&AMMO
Social Studies
Shop(4), Some Eo(4)
Musio(2), Art(2) & Phys Id(2)
Ouidanoe(2), Admin(2), Nurse(1), Libr(1)

Special Ed & Reading

'One mathematics teacher left the school but responded in Year 2 to the EL 3.

10
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Ewa ag, Dual°, la Collected. In order to answer the research ques-
tions posed at the beginning of this paper, we collected data from all school
staff at Portsmouth Junior High School concerning their opinions of the
schedule and teaming and ability grouping practices. We also collected self
report measures of staff emotional exhaustion, negative attitudes toward
students, and feelings of personal accomplishment using the Human Servioes
Survey (Hialeah Burnout Inventory). Data collection took place in May, 1982
and again in December, 1982 to enable us to analyze the strengths and weak-
nesses of ourr t practices as well as organizational obanges which occurred
in September, . The following data were collected as summarized in
Table 2.

esearoh question 01: Do organizational changes effected between Year 1 and
Year 2 affect :shoot staff morale/job satisfaction
scores on the 1133?

Data: 1) Levels of emotional exhaustion, depe....calization (negative
attitude toward students), and personal accomplishment of
PJHS school staff. These are the three subsoales of the
Human Services Survey.

Research question #2: Do organizational changes at the Junior High affect
school staff's perceptions of: a) teaming, b) job
satisfaction, 0 oommunioation with colleagues,
d) oommuni:.ation with administration, e) time
management and f) teaching assignment.

Data: 2) PJHS staff opinions about teaming and homogeneous/hetero-
geneous grouping practices and staff perceptions of the
relation of these variables to job satisfaction, level of
morale, and student learning.

Research question #3: Is goal clarity and involvement in decision making
related to staff morale/job satisfaction scores on
the H33?

Data: 3) PJHS staff's MSS scores on all three subsoales grouped into
thirds: high, moderate and low. Responses of staff in each
third on the issues of communication with administration (goal
clarity and involvement).

Data rialgellna/Eggaggcag. The teas used the following data ocl-
ection procedures:

a) Teacher members of ARCS team divided staff and conducted
pertcnal surveys with PJHS staff December, 1981 on
scheduling practices and concerns. This survey was
entitled Staff Opinion Survey.

b) Staff of PJHS were surveyed in Hay of 1982 and again
in December of 1982 on: 1) scheduling practices and
changes in teaming and ability grouping and 2) job
satisfaction/morale.

11



Besearch Ducatian

0. What are staff scheduling
ooncerne

TABLE 2

Data Collection and Analysis

Data Amara ling DataData

Staff Opinion
Survey (SOS)

Staff Opinion on scheduling
practices (Appendix B)

Data

December 1981

1. Do organizational changes
at PJHS affect staff
morale/job satisfaction?

- Human Servioes - Levels of emotional exhaustion May 1982 (pre)
Survey (H5S) depersonalizaLln, and personal December 1982

accomplishment of a(hool staff (post)
(AppeLdix D)

- List of organizational changes September 1982
(Appendix A)

- School

documents

2. Do organizational changes
at PJHS affect staff per-
ceptions of teaming, job
satisfaction, oonmunioa-
tion with colleagues and
administration, time
management and teaching
assignment?

- School Survey - Staff opinions about teaming, Hay 1982 (pre)
(SS) job satisfaction, communication, December 1982

with oolleagues and administra- (post)
Lion, time management, teaching
assignment (Appendix D)

- Same (Appendix E) October 1982- Teacher
interviews

3. Is goal clarity and

involvement in decision
making related to staff
morale/job satisfaction?

- HSS

- SS

- Interview with
principal

- Teacher
interviews

- Scores divided into high,
moderate and low thirds

- Staff opinions about goal clar-
ity and decision making (com-
munication with administration)

- School philosophy and
scheduling practices at PJHS

- Teacher perception of school
philosophy and goals

May 1982 (pre)
December 1982
(post)

December 1982
(post)

Hay 1982

October 1982



TABLE 2 (continued)

Data Collection and Analysis

Research Question Intax2L2 procedure

O. Tabulated responses

1. Correlated t-test

5 point Likert scale collapsed to three groups: agree/disagree/undecided
Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided calculated for each of 21 School

Survey questions
Percentages in May 1982 data oompared to December 1582 data
Teacher interviews, transcribed and coded to ocrrespond to six groupings

of SS questions

HSS responses divided into thirds: HI, MODERATE, LOW
- Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided on 21 SS questions calculated

for all staff in HI HSS group
- Percentages of agree /disagree /undecided on 21 SS questions calculated

for all staff in MODERATE MSS group
- Percentages of agree/disagree/undecided on 21 SS questions calculated

for all staff in LOW HSS group

- Percentages of agree/disagree in HZ HSS group were compared with LOW HSS group
for each 33 question

- Interviews transcribed and coded to correspond to six groupings of 33 questions
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V

o) Literature was reviewed to investigate it teacher
morale was linked to scheduling.

d) A description was written of the history of the policies
and decisions related to scheduling practices in the last

10 years at Portsmouth Junior High School.

41) A list was made of organizational changes at Portsmouth
Junior High School between Year 1 and Year 2 of the study

(Appendix A).
f) The principal was interviewed about the school philosophy

(goals, objectives, and junior high priorities) and
scheduling praotioes at Portsmouth Junior High School.

g) Interviews were conducted with randomly selected teachers
on their perceptions of school philosophy and goals,

scheduling praotioes of teaming and grouping, and the
effects of these practices on the teaching and learning
environment in the school.

AWL nolltion $urvey. He developed a questionnaire called the Staff
Opinion Survey (303) (see Appenoix B) in order to solicit staff opinions on

scheduling practices. The teem randomly divided all staff into five groups

to be surveyed. A uumberim system 1-5 was repeated over and over on an al-

phabetical list of all staff until each staff person was matched to a number.

Ono team member surveyed all *1st" a second teas umber surveyed all w2sen

e tc. The 303 was personally administered to each staff member by a member

of the team. This approach resulted $n a high response rate.

From the survey ma to, the ARCS tees identified four primary areas of

concern:

homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping of students
sohools.within-a-school teaming praotioes

class length
house coordinators vs. department chairs

Ag1921.,Survey. A School Survey of 21 questions'was designed by the

team and used to gather school staff opinions on issues of teaming, grouping

of students, communioation with colleagues and administration, time manage-

ment, and teaching assignment (see Appendix D). The purpose of the School

Survey was to determine whether school staff agreed or disagreed with cur-

rent :whoa practices in these areas. This survey was adapted from the

Norup Teacher Survey (1982) on the basis of the areas of concern identified

in the 303. Questions on involvement in decision making and clarity about

coals woos added to reflect our teams' concerns. This survey was given

during Year 1 and Year 2; in May 1982, just before the close of school in

June and December 1982, between Thanksgiving and Chri3tmaa. These were

considered equally stressful times in a teacher's school year. The pre-

post-test administration allowed for comparison in rates of agreement.

To ensure a good response, teas members individually contacted staff

members to ask for their participation. This personal contact resulted in

48 responses from 52 staff in June 1982 and 48 responses from 51 staff in

December 1982.
14
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In the December 1982 School Survey one additional question was asked
referring to a recent increase is salary (1982-83). This question was asked
to see if an average pay increase of 6% would affect teacher morale/job sat-
irfaction.

111km/el:Van Mirvev, The Maslacb Burnout Inventory (MIDI) was chosen
as the index of peroeived stress (turnout) in our population of junior high
school staff (see Appendix D). A cross-validation study of the MBI (Iwan-
icki & Schwab, 1981) indicated internal reliability based on the frequency
and intensity subecales for teachers was oonsistent with reliability for
helping professions. This survey was given to staff with the School Survey
in Hay and December, 1982.

lagajlistory, During initial discussions of school context, one
teen member compiled a history of school changes covering the previous ten
years. This history provided a useful focus for our understanding of how
change had occurred. Since there was no existing file kept by the school,
the documentation came from memos, agendas, but mostly collective staff
memories. In September, 11'82, the school history was updated to include
organizational changes occurring at that time. The school history is out-
lined in Appendix C.

IntammluldlillitaltlnalaslA Two members arranged an interview in May
1982 Wt.,: the new principal in order to elicit his desoriptioia of the school

philosophy, goals, objectives, and scheduling priorities of PaS and his
working definitions of terms such as teaming and grouping.

latitalitidth Teachers. Six teachers were interviewed in depth for
the purpose of probing their view and understanding of school goals, organi-
zational changes, teaming, and grouping of students (questions asked are
listed in Appendix 11). Staff members chosen to be interviewed had HSS
eubsoale scores which were high or low in relation to other rtaff members.

The interviews were transcribed, and passages were wed to illustrate
or question the trends found in the quantitative data. In addition, when
questions arose in the data analysis, we were able to go back to the inter
views for more clarification.

ill Anallala

AchorabZurvey,frlotti, Responses on the pre- and post-test were grouped
into total number of respondents and repeaters. Repeaters were identified
as school stet hawing oompleted both Spring and Fall Surveys. Several
research teas members independently identified groupings for School Survey
questions. The total research team gave oonsensual agreement resulting in
groupings: teasing, job satisfaction, communication with oolleagues and
administration, time management and teaching assignment. These groupings of
questions are used for convenience in data analysis and are not to be
oonsidered subscales as the HSS sub:galas have been defined and validated.
The 5 point Likert Scale responses for each question in the six groups of
questions were collapsed into agree, disagree, 2nd uadeoideo. Percentage of
respondents in each category were oomputed for pre- and post-test for all
responders and for repeaters. it was noted that there were 10 changes
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in school staff membership between Spring and Fall. Some SJhool Survey and
HS3 responses were incomplete while a few others chose to respond to either
the Spring 1982 or Fall 1982 survey but not both.

Computer "rearm. The pre- and post-testing of 37 total respondents
generated an overwhelming data base. One team somber developed oomputer
programs to faotlitate the analyses. The program helped the team to perform
tho analyses aummarized in Table 2.

FINDINGS

Overview

c--'-
The first aOuivity of the New Hampshire ARCS group was to survey the

) school's staff for the purpose of identifying the major educational concerns.
L.,.The plan was to develop an appropriate research question based on the con-
cerns we would discover. The team developed the UlLff Opinion Survey (SOS)
to identify teacher opinion on current scheduling practices at PJHS.

f"-- The key issues of concern uncovered by the 30Z were homogeneous vs.
Iheterogeneous ebility grouping of students, class length (time), schools-

( teaming, and department chairlarsons vs. house 000rdina-
tors. Scheduling was selected as the focus for reseaeoh at this pointL because it encompassed all these areas.

The next step was to state a research question in terms of scheduling.
The research group's efforts toward this end were lengthy, difficult, aryl
ultimately fruitless. Eventually, it was decided to pursue the research
from a different point of view. Teacher morale had been disoussed over and
over in terms of the school context and seemed related to the issues of con-
cern listed above. The ARCS team discovered that research questions could
readily be stated with teacher morale as the focus. Teacher morale, then,

L was adopted as the theme for the project.

Changes were effected at PJHS between Tear 1 and Year 2 of the ARCS
study (see Appendix A). It seated natural to expect that these changes
might he accompanied by changes in staff approval/disapproval of the school
organization and by changes An the level of staff morale /stress. The ARCS
team decided to collect evidence to determine the level of any change in
staff opinion and stress/morale level. Zeparate, simultaneously adminis-
tered instruments were used to collect the desired data.

Morale/job satisfaction was measure using the Maslach Burnout Inven-
tory (Malec% i Jackson, 1981) commonly Feferred to in surveys as the Human
Services Survey (H33). To determine staff peroeptions of, the teaching/
learning environment, the ARCS team °rested an instrument labelled the
School Survey (33). The 33 is a collection of 21 statements requiring a
Likert rrJponse ranging in 5 points from definitely agree to definitely
disagrees. The statements selected were bested on the areas of concern
identified by the 303.
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The HSS and the SS were administered once during Year 1 of the LECS

project (pre-test) and `gain ding Year 2 (post-test). Findings based on
the information generated by these instruments are given in the subsections

below. Various organizational changes (see Append'x A) distinguished Year 1

from Year 2. An important phase of our study is the comparison of the HSS
and 33 pre-test results (Year 1) rgainst the post-teat results (Year 2). It

was expected that the changes would be parallelled by shifts in the level of

teacher morale and new patterns of staff opinion regarding the issues of

concern in school organization. The purpose of this section of tho report

is to summarize the actual findings.

For the purpose of clarity the SS items were sorted according to thou,

categories: teaming, communication with colleagues, communication with ad-
ministration, time management/planning, grouping of students, and teaching

assignment. Trends in the collected data are noted i3 this section. Inter-

pretation follows in the Conclusion., section.

lemma Ilaant lazi ill siramalzallanal alumina At. Ilia Am= iilash =gal
Attaat., aaliaal.atiati muleWe aatlAractiaal

A correlated t -teat on each of the HSS subsoales (see Table 3) indi-
cated no significant change in the school staff who took both the 1981-82

and 1982-83 tests (the repeaters). Specifically; on the Emotional Exhaus-
tion frequency subsoale, teachers taking both pre- and post -teats there were

no difforenoes in the extent to which thwe tosohera felt emotionetly
drained and "used up."

On the Personal Accomplishment frequency subsoale, our junior high
staff who took both pre- and post-test did not show differences in the ex-
tent to which they feel competent and successful in their job from 1981-82

to 1982-83.

On the Depersonalization subsoales, both frequency and intensity, there
were no differences in the staff taking both pre- and post-testa. The group

of repeaters at the junior high aohool shows no differenoe between 1981-112
and 1982-83 in the extent to which they have developed feelings of callous-
ness, cynicism, and insensitivity toward students.

Comparison of the junior high school morale/job satisfaction scores ,-)n
the HSS with a group of Massachusetts teachers (Iwanicki & Schwab, 1981) and
a group of New Hampshire NEA teachers (Schwab, Jackson & Schuler maausoript

in progress) shows that the mean scores are similar (see Table 4),

Luaus. ilmaatiaa Eau Da arsanizatianal salaam at laniat ,high affect

Achp.,21, nergentiou Ina lima

Three questions on the School Survey referred to teacher participation
on a team (questions 3, 9, and 10). On both the pre-test and post-test

most teachers agreed with the statement .yaw likaatag Sa ittaaticlal
ifigliiaLACA.* There was no difference .1.1: the pattern of response in the

repeaters group (see Table 5).
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TABLE 3

Subscales of Haslaoh Burnout Inventory*

A. Emotional Exhaustion

1. I feel emotionally drained from my wo^k.
2. I feel used up at the end of the workday.

3. I feel fatiguea when I got up in ohs moraing and have to face

another day on the job.
6. Working with people all day is really a strain for me.

8. I feel burned out from my work.

13. I feel frustrated by my job.
14. I feel T'm working too hard on my job.

16. Working with people directly puts too much stress on me.

20. I feel like I'm at the end of my rope.

B. Depersonalization

5. I feel I treat some students as if they were imprsonal objects.

10. I've become more callous toward people since I took this job.

11. I worry that this job is hardening me emotionally.

15. I don't really care what hmppens to some students.

22. I feel students blame me for some of their problems.

C. Personal A000mplishment

4. I can easily understand how my students feel about things.

7. I deal very effectively with the problemc of my students.

9. I feel I'm positively influencing other people's lives through my

work.

12. I feel very energetic.
17. I can easily create a relaxed atmosphere with my students.

18. I feel exhilarated after working closely with my students.

19. I have accomplished many worthwhile things in this job.

21. In my work, I deal with emotional problems very calmly.

*Items as amended by Schwab (1980) to reflect the teaching profession.

From Iwanicki and Schwab (1981).
High degrees of burnout are reflected in high mean scores on A and B

and a lcw mean moors on C.



TABLE ;

Comparison of ARCS and Other
Manlach Burnout Inventory Subsoale Statistics

Emotio Exhaustion Personal Accomplishment Depersonalization

Schwa'',

r.QCS Iwanicki Jackson
pretest posttest & Schwab* Schuler**

Number of 9
items

Mean 19.06
Standard 10.68
deviation

N7 33

Schwab
ARCS Iwanicki Jackson ARCS

pretest postteat & Schwab* Schuler** pretest posttest

Cchwab
Iwanicki Jackson
1. Schwab* Schuler**

9 9 9 8 8 8 8 5 5 5 1 5

19.64 22.30 22.63 36.26 36.74 37.36 38.01
12.18 11.63 10.61 6.73 6.10 6.58 6.36

33 469 227 35 35 469 227

Number of 9 9 9
items

Mean 25.84 26.94 29.74
Standard 12.66 15.68 13.45
dcviRtion

N= 32 32 469

7.35 6.79 7.40 6.92
5.60 5.94 6.25 5.50

34- 34 469 1227

8 8 a

39.09 39.72 41.63
7.29 6.30 7.09

32 32 469

5 5 5

9.55 10.48 9.25
7.2: 8.5? 7.35

33 33 469

*Iwanicki and Schwab (1981) Mansaohvaetts teachers (grades 1-10'
*The New England Educator's Study, Schwab, Jackson, and Schuler. Manuscript in process.

(NEA New Hampshire public school teachers randomly selected members from grades 1-12)
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1

2

TAB... 5

School Survey Responses on Teaming

2. Team teaching is beneficial for teachers.

Total Arms. D pagleeided
1

pre (n=45) 78% 4% 11%

post (n=44) 70% 8% 22%

Repeatsra
2

pre (n=34) 81% 6% 13%

post (n=34) 73% 8% 19%

9. iou like to be po.'t of a teaching team.

Total Asrla Dlaagr Marinaded

pre (nz42) 74% 14% 12%

post (nz43) 63% 14% 23%

Repeaters

pro (n=33) 76% 15% 9%

post (n=34) 62% 15% 24%

10. You prefer to work individually rather than with a team.

Total Ima Ilaasua linguided

pre (n=42) 21% 64% 14%

post (n=46) 22% 53% 24%

Repeaters

pre (n=34) 24% 71% 6%

post (n=36) 25% 53% 22%

Total number of pre-test and post-test respondents is 48. Numbers

of n presented here and in later tabl's reflect the resulting n after

subtracting those who did not respoal to this particular survey item.

Total number of repeaters is 38 for each question. Numbers given here

and in the following tables reflect the resulting n after subtracting

those who did not respond to a particular survey item.
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All of the teachers who disagreed (two people on pre-test and three on

post-test) were soience teachers. Five of the six science teachers com-

pleted the survey. This disagreement by half the Jaen°e department may be

due to their idea of teaming. The science department had a successful team

department at one time. Presently teams are interdepartmental; the science
teacher on the research team suggests that some science teachers may prefer
to have departmental teams.

The next two questions on teaming deal with the issue of whether tho
school staff members like to be part of a teaching team or prefer to work
individually. In both pre- and post-tests, more than 60% of the staff
responded that they rukad.ta.bA arlsaiLtioaching Ina." The pat';ern of
response was the same in the repeaters as in the total group. The rate of
agreement in the low, moderate, and high groups across the H3S intensity
subsoales parallels that of the total respondents. Agreement was lower on

the post-test than the pre-test. At the same time, the percentage of
undecided respondents grew from 12% to 23%. The response pattern for the

at ement !Ina crefer,.taxgrainguitilz zatbsellimaidla A lima" showed
result., with a majority of the staff preferring to work on a team

rather than individually.

Science, home economics, shop and social stuCtes teachers aaoount for
the shift in the undecided.. In the post-test, three of six social studies
teachers were undecided; four of seven shop and home economics teachers were
undecided; and two of five seisms teachers were undecided. This indecision
may be the result of different working definitions of a toaohing team. For

instance, home economics and shop are.part of departmental team., but they
lo not meet with a school- within -a- school teas. They may not consider them-

selves to be members of a teaching team. As mentioned in the preceding
question, science teachers have been on a successfully working departmental
team and are undecided on the value of an interdepartmental sohool-within-a-
school teas. During an io-depth interview an academia teacher was asked,
'Would you like to see changes in the team, what should it be or what should

it do that is not being done now?". This teacher responded;

I think it would be better if the team oould include
some specialists, somehow, some way, so that you would not
just see the other teachers that you have for an academic
subject, but you would also be able to talk to a teacher
who has that person in say, home economics or music) or
shop and get some insight and feeling of how that student
is doing in that subject, too.

This teacher's idea of teaming had been consistent: "I like to work with
other teachers, haws always valued working with other teachers, and I dis-
like being isolated."

A specialist teacher, responding to interview questions about the team-

ing of teachers in school -within.a-school, said:

Well, I am a specialist, a specialist is not part of
aoy school . . . so I don't have much ocutaot with any of
the schools . . I think specialists eould be on a
team. I think we should be assigned to some school.
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An academic teacher was asked "Do you think teaming is valuable?" and

commented:

Definitely. Because I think we have a better hold

on kids and we know kids better. It isn't a matter of look-

ing tit a youngster in isolation and saying - . . . he isn't

doing well in class, and just putting them through an assem-

bly line and really not thinking about that. When you meet

somebody else and say, the same person isn't doing very

well in a couple of other °lasses. It may not be you, but

it might be something going on with the youngster.

Then the same teacher was asked 'Does teaming affect your working

conditions here?"

I would say so. I think insofar as you have a hold

on youngsters and a better way of dealing with them. It cer-

tainly affeots it.

The final question on teaming was "Do you think it elects the

student's achievement and learning conditions?" This teacher responded:

Yes, because I think on a discipline end of things,

I think it keeps a better view of the discipline problems.

on the learning situations, I think if tba youngster is

having problems I think we're more likkily to identify

youngsters with learning disabilities &Ad learning prob-

lems in a teaming approach rather than aunt seeing them

one period a day and then not thinking about them. When

you get together with a couple of other 'eacthers, and you

are finding there are the same diffsugities cropping up in

other classes, you are more likely to look at it and say,

I'd better make a referral about this.

Another academia teacher said:

Well, the only thing that the team is now, really,

is just, a group of four individuals who share the

same 4tudents. And we know we share those students.

So that dialogue about thi students and their particular

problems and concerns is more possible. But we're very,

very far away from true teaming. Or even less than true

teasing. We just really, we've completely departed from

the concept. The only thing that I said is that it does

allow dialogue about kids we have in ammo.
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Research Question # saizanizatignal rhangla at ;tut= High Aff.ut.
staff's rerceptiocagLAQh satisfaction?

Four questions on the School Survey referred to staff job satisfaction
(#1, 20, 21, 22). On the prl-test only 24% of the school staff (30% of the
repeaters) agreed that their "current, schedule tut utilizes your SAL=
AAA teacher, In the post-test 42% agreed (44% of the repeaters). On
each teat approximately 30% were undecided. In all, 58% of the staff on the
post-test did not agree that their current schedule beat utilized their ta-
lent as a teacher. The shift toward more agreement occurs in all subject
areas except English, scienco, and special education where there was no
change (see Table 6).

On the pre -teat 64% of the staff agreed that they were "satisfied

workiWAILLULIAAJDUISDIMIUMWHIZIA1:11Wal:IdWiLl On the post -test 63% were
in agreement. Only one person disagreed with this statement. Agreement rate
of the repeaters group was nearly the sans (66% and 84%). On all three HSS
intensity subsoales, high, low, and moderate groups tended to respond to
this question in the same pe'Aern as the ooaposite.

Although responses to the previous question indicate that staff is sat-
isfied with the present members of their teams, they are not satisfied with
the present ability grouping of students. In bath the pre- and post-tests
only two-fifths of the staff agreed that they were ituantiog with Ijigi

.ansisuilluntammunaiuglatiousansmazsamingaLAtaidantii." In the
repeaters group 53% agreed on the pre-test, but only 40% agreed on the post-
test. Despite changes to h000geneousgrouping in math and English only two
of six math teachers and two of five English teachers were satisfied with
grouping on the post -test.

The ADCS initial Staff Opinion Survey (SOS) in December of 1981 indi-
cates that both academia and non-academio teachers felt that math and English
should be homogeneously grouped, and that specials, social studies, and sci-
ence should be heterogeneously grouped (39 of 44 staff agreed in each case).
Furthermore, 32 of 44 respondents were in disagreement to the statement
that homogeneous grouping by ability for all classes was beat.

In the interview in 198w.^ one academic teacher responded to this issue
as follows:

I disagree with ability grouping only as far as going too
far with it. Hy only fear with ability grouping is that we
do not get to a stage where every single class will be grouped
from, you know,the top, top, top to the top to the middle top
and then middle, middle and then lower middle and so on. I
don't feel that every single *lass should be grouped. I feel
that, sure, some students who are deserving and excel and have
that ability to move on academically on their own should have
that opportunity. But I think that is a small number of students
compared to the majority, and I think that the majority of stu-
dents prefer just co work as the group and learn from each other
not just from people who may be the exact same ability.

a
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TABLE 6
School Survey Responses on Job Satisfaction

1. Your current schediCe beat utilizes your talent as a teacher.

Total Asr.as =lame Undecided

pre (n=46) 24% 46% 30%

post (n=45) 42% 29% 29%

Repeaters

pra (n=37) 30% 41% 30%

poet (n=36) 44% 31% 25%

20. You are satisfied working with tha present members

Total Az= Iliaasrm

of your team.

Undecided

Pre (1g39) 64% 21% 15%

post (ns40) 84% 2% 14%

Repeaters

pre (ns38) 66% 19% 15%

post (ns38) 84% 3% 1-s

11. You are satisfied with the present homogeneous and heterogeneous

grouping of students.

Total Ascan anima linclarildad.

pre (n445) 42% 29% 29%

post (na45) 38% 31% 31%

Repeaters

Pre (0=36) 53% 17% 31%

post (ns35) 40% 31% 29%

Total birill MAU= alb
post only (ns45) 33% 44% 23%

males 32% 56% 30%

females 28% 30% 16%

years of
experience

4-12 21% 71% 8%

12+ 42$ 35% 23%
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When connitiiring the relation of grouping to students' learning and
achievement, this teacher also said:

I think in the junior high if you start grouping and just
group all lower kids together you get a detrimental affect on
learning, and it beoomes strictly discipline situation. And
that I do not want to see happen. I think that the better
kids from the better homes can learn a lot from kids who oome
from more disadvantaged backgrounds by being with them in class,
and that the disadvantaged background children can learn from
the ones with a better background. I think that is a valuable
experienoe, and I think junior high students are better for it.
So I don't feel that they should be separated according to -
Oftentimes, their ability is also so Much money their parents
sake or how good their patents situation is outside of school.

Another teacher spoke to the effect of homogeneous and heterogeneous
grouping of students on teachers' working oonditions.

Its a hard question to answer. We have different subjects
and different concerns in all those subjects. And then right
within WI own subject, there is a variety of concerns about
what should be homogeneously grouped or heterogeneously grouped.
Unfortunately, there isn't any other way to teach English but
homogeneously grouped *lasses. And, I guess the kind of homo-
geneous groups that seem to work in English, grouping together
kids of higher ability who are pretty much well above average.
And not grouping the rest of the'people. I think what was al-
ways bad about homogeneously grouped olasses was the bottom
groups of almost no ability being stuck together. It was an
atmosphere of despair and confusion, I think, in those really
low ability classes.

A specials teacher said:

I would say that all of our classes are heterogeneously
grouped, meaning kids of different abilities are in the class.
I personally think that it makes it very difficult at times -
especially - citing my class again where you have some ex-
tremely capable kids and there are other kids who are behavior
problems because the7 are not as capable. There are times
that we get a large group of kids incorporated into the class
that are special needs students. It would be a lot easier if
they were spread out one or two here and there rather than
getting six of them in a class of 22. In the seventh grade
this year it happens that we pick them (the special needs
students) up sixth period which is our last class and that is
making some classes a bit difficult. These students require a
little more attention and so forth. I am not totally in favor
of isolating them by having them all in one class, but at the
same time it would be aloe to have some homogeneously grouped
kids. They are doing this for algebra. They are doing thin
for advanced English, and you know, if there is an interest or
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a need on the student's part to do it in a specials area, I

oertainly would like to see it in art.

Question 022 appears on tne SS post-test only. It was an attempt to

determine the impaot of the increased salary levelm which took effect for

the school year 1982-83. Composite responses to jugary,iliQrease,h mat
A Attlitgagg 1a AL 12:al siL .1s2h aidistgalsu show more disagreement
than agreement. 56% of the men vs. 30% of the women disagree. Although

the rates of agreement were similar, more men than women were undecided.

When comparing responses to the salary questions in terms of plan.; of
experienoe, 42% of teachers with more than 12 years of experience agree
while only 21% of less experienced teachers agree. 35% of teachers with 12

or more years of experience disagree, while 71% of the less experienced

teachers disagree. It is pertinent to note that the salary increases were

more substantial for the more experienced people.

In a Comparison of Ranks of Attributes that contribute to vocational
satisfaction, Douglas Beath (1981) reports that on 28 attributes salary or
income ranked 28th in importance and 28th in actual satisfaction for teach-
ers which was similar to other professions where salary/inoome was ranked

28th in importance and 27.5 in actual satisfaction.

Some responses from staff members on the salary question are inter-

esting:

Believe it or not, the raise, the money raise was not
ao much a factor with me as it was that the feat that El
wife was rehired in teaching. It is very depressing when
you have your wife at hose who has been laid off twice as
a teacher and is very upset about that and have come in to

work and try to teach. So as far as the raise that is a
very good thing, I think as teachers we deserve to be paid

much better than we are but for me to have ray wife have
professional satisfaction and be back to teaching is more

valuable.

Another teacher said:

You know, its hardly perceptible in today's economy.

.10.111=11 illUlat4011 gal 11a moult= inia Awl= ati iha Lusa= Risk affect

AtalLta ascautliwa zgammisallon =IL acallagunA2.

Throe questions on the School Survey referred to the time staff mem-
bers have for communicating with their colleagues (03, 4, 5). On both the

pre- and post-tests, only one -third of the staff agreed with the statement, 101/

karAllialialimayagthstAtalasabsel. Even fewer staff agreed that

they had suaa.tiaaidiarlificiAmitmatisruguxiagragexact,imakori. More

staff agreed that they had ktm .tig. disoume student. or with a 0217_

lAmple. Responses from repeaters on all three questions are within 2 to 5

percentage points of the tota4s (see Table 7).
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TABLE 7

School Survey Responses on Communication with Colleagues

3. You have time to discuss student problems with

Total Ursa DIAILECALI

a colleague.

=lad

pre (na47) 43% 34% 23%
post (n=47) 55% 23% 21%

Repeaters

Pre (n=38) 39% 37% 24%
post (n237) 57% 22% 22%

4. You have time to talk to other staff members.

Total As= =ascot Ilmluisigul

pre (ni47) 38% 40% 21%
post (n247) 38% 32% 31%

Repeaters

Pre (na38) 37% 42% 21%
post (n=37) 38% 27% 35%

5. You have time to share ids*s and saterials with

Total Ism DiAisrAa

other staff asmbers.

Qffienided

pre (nx47) 21% 49%
post (n=46) 33% ST% 30%

Repeaters

pre (rw38) 32% 18%
asst (ni37) 38% 35% 27%
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On the question about time to discuss student problems with colleagues,
the shift toward greater agreement in the poet-teat seems to have occurred
across subject areas, and may be the result of more regular team meetings,
or more teachers (e.g., special education teachers) participating in team
meetings. Because team meetings tend to be devoted to discussion of student
problems, staff members may feel they have more time available for this kind
of communication with colleagues than for sharing other ideas, materials,
and concerns.

When asked, 'IX you feel that you have sufficient time to communicate
with your fells teachers ?' one teacher said:

No, I don't. That to re is the biggest problem in the
school is the lack of communication between teachers. There
is just no time to see other teachers other than the ones
that you work with in your particular school. There is just
no time to really sit down and talk with teachers in general
during the school day.

Another teacher responded:

Absolutely not. There is just not enough time in the
day to be able to either oommunicate with colleagues about
problems or concerns within the :,tool or the building or
about students or about ideas, projects or whatever.

On all three questions concerning oommunication with colleagues, shop
and home eoonemios teachers tended to agree, and academic teachers tended to
disagree that they had time to talk with other staff members. For example,
on question 03, six of seven shop and home economics teachers agree they
have time to discuss student problems with a colleague, while 10 of 22
academic teachers agreed. On question 0, five of seven shop and home
economics teachers who responded agreed they had time to share ideas and
materials, while only five of the 21 aoademio teachers who responded agreed.
Shop and bone economies teachers share lunch and planning periods and have
rooms located near one another. Because of this they may have more oppor-
tunity to oommunolate with their colleagues about student problems as well
as other ideas an materials.

A specials teacher, however, noted:

Tes, I do. I have plenty of time with them, talk to
them .. Of course, the colleagues I oommunioate with
are mostly shop teaoners, and I spent 95% of my time right
in this room and they are pretty great - cooperate about
what kind of programs we run, thing* like that.

Mamma Zan= .124.t. Da. arsaalzatiaaal au= at IAA Lug= ILL& affect
Alga& istasaliala at aaammaiaaLlaa wi h ailmlaLt
=Lista

Four questions dealt with issues of communication with administration
(#16, 17, 18, and 19). Communication with administration was also addressed
during the individual interviews with a subset of staff. Three different
staff commented as follown:
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For the moat part, I think we have time during our

planning period and they (administration) were pretty

good when you want to meet vith thon.

I guess I don't personally make time. If it doesn't

conveniently fit into my sohedu.le, I make an adjustment
somehow, whether it means getting amebody to °over a
class for a few minutes or stopping into the office and

seeing if the prinoipal has a free moment second period

tomorrow or, is 7th period better or.soeething like that?

Since we nave a new principal here, I have felt more tt

ease communicating with administration. I think he has

lent that to the staff. With his nature, you know,
makiog time available first thing in the morning if you're

passing through and have a quick oc noorn or comment or
whatever, you can take that few minutes and know he will

be there.

I feel that for the most part I have time to do that

only because I may feel a little more comfortable working

with the office now than I have in the past and so it I

do have something, you know, I feel confident enough to

go down and say what I think. Whether or not anything

is dons about it is still an issuer but at least I feel

I can go down and say what I think.

But, when asked specifically to reepond to the following school survey

statements, staff opinion was more varied and more negative regarding their

communication with administration in terms of involvement in decision

making and clarity of goals on teaming and grouping (se. Mole 8).

Juet over one quarter of the staff on both the pre- and post-test felt

they IllaujWmiglalgliml4Ulobedultng dsaisiogagglgagjog.* Responses

from repeaters show the same results.

second question dealing with oommunication with administration was

"Inii Bass lama involved la asi.laa dialog slaniaigna latatagenam Asui kraoc
sanemammaszaLigualm.* On this question only 23% of all staff agreed

on the pre-test, and oply 33% agreed on the post-test. In the group of re-

peaters, roughly the same percentage of agreement occurred.

On the question, *AMALLSAIUMUIJa4=14114MULLSSUlladiang46 the per-

°outage of staff who agree goes from 24i on the pre-test to 30% on the post-

test. The percentage of staff who disagree changes from 59% on the pre-test

to 33% on the post-test. Undecided, double from the pro-test to post-test.

Because of a new principal who took office in mid-year, staff may have been

unsure end, therefore, the increase of undecideds may show suspended judg-

ment. Even with some scheduling changes and the principal being in his

first full year in Fall, 1982, less than one-third of the staff in Fall,
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TABLE 8

School Survey Responses on Communication with Administration

16. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on teaming.

Total Aar= Dims= Dndenided

pre (nz43) 27% 52% 21$

post (n=44) 27% 64% 9%

Repeaters

pre (n=35) 31% 57% 12%

post (n:34) 24$ 65% 11$

17. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on heterogeneous and
homogeneous grouping of classes.

Total ARAI =awl& =Ada lid

pre (n843) 28% 63% 12$

post (nx45) 33% 60$ 7%

Repeaters

pro (nx35) 31% 63% 6%

post (na35) 34% 60$ 6%

18. You are clear about the goals of teaming at PJHS.

Total lama ktaagras linganiclad

pre (nx46) 214 59% 17%

post (n46) 30$ 33% 37%

Repeaters

pre (na37) 27% 51% 22%

post (n36) 33% 31$ 36%

19. You are clear about the goals of heterogeneous and homogeneous grouping
of students at PJHS.

Total As= Iltaastoa.

pre (n=45) 29% 44% 27%
post (nx47) 21% 45% 34%

Repeaters

pre (n=36) 36% 39% 25%

post (n.37) 24% 35% 41$
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1982, is clear on goals of teaming while more than two-thirds of the staff

is either unclear or undecided. In the group of 37 staff who were repeat -

era, taking both pre. and post - teats, the percentages were very similar .

agree, disagree, and undecided.

In the final question dealing with the issue of communciation with ad-

ministration, "UR Arit AU= t liza mail DL zeterogaimul firouniog oL

studentslo th staff (and repeaters) are even less clear about the goals of

grouping in Fall, 1982 than they were in Spring, 1982. In Fall, 1982, only

21% of the school staff feels they are clear on goals of grouping (10 out of

47 teachers). If responses from the shop/home economics teachers are not

included, then only 12% of the school staff agrees the:: they are clear on

grouping goals in the o'hool. The changes from Spring to Fall show drops in

percentages of agreement, similar levels of disagreement and increases in

peroentage of undeoideds.

In the group of repeaters, teachers who have been at the school for

years, the shifts are slightly more pronounced: agreement on clarity of

grouping goals drops from 36% to 24%, disagreement drops slightly from 39%

to 35%, while undeoideds increase from 25% to 41%.

Research SINation BA: 120. DrfanizatiMil ALUMNA AL 11211. ailliaiLE H1.Qb, AU=
Lta mumiaLlon idaahlas miammt.2.

Staff members were &AVM four questions relating to their teaching as-

signment (#11, 12, 14, 15). Given the statement, avervone should Ina
rams, on the School Survey, 48% agreed on the pro-test and 61% agreed on

the post-test. Responses of repeaters were &Jailor. Since 61% of the staff

agree, this question might bear further investigation when considering

curriculum development. The ARCS team feels this question is open to inter-

pretation. It would need probes to draw further conclusions. For example,

were teachers using a reference point of teaching reading in content area or

teaching reading as a separate subject? It would seem reading has wide

support among school staff. The distribution of scores on high, moderate,

and low subsoales parallels distribution on the oomposite (Bee Table 9).

Staff were asked, lesig, yja 2gstetlaaching sox Brach lima?* At pre-test

41; agreed and at poet -teat 55% agreed. In both years (1981-82 and 1982-

83) academic teachers prefer teaching one grade lova. Only three (3) out

of twenty (20) academics on the post-test disagreed. Ten (10) out of six-

teen (16) specials and speoial education teachers disagreed on the post-

test. The change from pre- to post-test in agreement occurs in the areas of

industrial arts, home coonomios, art, music, and physical education. The

ABCS team could not account for this shift.
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TABLE 9

School Survey Responses on Teaching Assignment

11. Every teschir should teach reading.

Total ikilt.ea =MCC= liziolslast

pre (n346) 48% 28% 2 $%

post (n344) 61% 23% 16%

Repeaters

pre (n237) 51% 24% 24%
post (n334) 59% 24% 18%

12. You prefer to teach one grade level.

Total Ursa lima= ilnracislial

pre (n342) 41% 48% 11%

post (ns44) 55% 34% 11%

Repeaters

pre (n36) 39% 50% 11%

post (m35) 60% 29% 11%

14. Scheduling should permit a Ketchup between teachers' teaching styles
and students' learning styles.

Total Ursa =us= =Widest

pre (n346) 61% 4% 35%
post (n345) 49% 15% 36%

Repeaters

pre (m37) 57% 5% 38%
post (n36) 53% 17% 31%

15. Scheduling should be done so that class loads are relatively equal.

Total Ursa Dims= Undecided

pre (n346) 77% 14% 9%
post (n346) 80% 11% 9%

Repeaters

pre (n=37) 78% 16% 5%
post (n336) 78% 14% 8%
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Staff were asked if they thought "scheduling .ghoul, permit a mate(,.

between teacher's Ifacking.3tvle Aniltudentla learning btvle." 61% agreed,
4% disagreed, and 35% were undecided on the pre-teat School Survey.

When asked if they preferred scheduling %la that, class, loads arg
relatively =all" staff agreed on both pre- and post-teats.

Research Question J21.1 arganizatignal alansaa he Ian= high Affaar,

Marla =mall= at time maaaleamt .121111111.1112.

Four questions on the School Survey referred to time management and
teacher planning (#6, 7, 8, 13).

Question number six asked whether "therein time la make Idirur=nade.
jaardriaAagglensolijanna In the pre-test 36% of the teachers agreed; in
the post-test 475 agreed with the statement. In the pre-teat 36% disagreed
while in the post-test 26% do not feel they have time to make materials and
lesson plans. 27% are undecided both times (see Table 10).

Staff were asked whether ammajmuklumlalgrajumma objectives in
IMMLIJURAC011aAllMMLUSE. item." On the post -teat only one-third of the
staff agreed. Most teachers either disagreed or were undecided.

The next School Survey question asked whether mlammtmainguukamm
Jail= aliaalaa time la acaammulata Indixigual differences Aaaaa Magenta.
On the pre-test 26% agreed, and 33% agreed on post-test. There was movement
from 59% disagree to 45% disagree from pre-test to post-test. The shift was

found to be primarily in shop and home economics. It may point to the tact
that these subjeot areas having oommon planning time and smaller classes are
more able to a000mmodate individual differenoes.

The last Survey item deals with the idea that lima teacher Ahouln

IliWtllIMURIAMH=.14111AnntN1111111." The majority of professional staff
agreed with this statement.

Jima= Ihmatiaa JAL la =I rarity Aat involvement 1.y aolla sisaiziga
Adult rated z Aram morale/lob satisfaction2

In examining teacher responses on the School Survey in relation to
teacher level (high, moderate, low) on the Human Services Survey, the ARCS
team found significant differences in the areas of oommunicatiou with col-
leagues, oommunioation with administlation, and teacher planning and time
management.

lath oolleaggea. When looking at responses of teachers
who scored in the high, moderate and low groups on the 1133, the ARCS team
found that teachers low in depersonalization and emotional exhaustion felt
that they did have time to talk to other staff on all three questions con-
cerning communication with colleagues. Those who were high in emotional
exhaustion and depersonalization felt that they did not have time to talk to
colleagues. In addition, teachers who have low feelings of accomplishment
tend to feel they do not have time to oommunicate with colleagues, while
those who have high feelings of personal accomplishment do tend to feel
have time to talk with colleagues (see table 11).
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TABLE 10

School Survey Responses on Time Management and Planning

6. There is time to make taacher-m.de materials

Total Am= ktaastata

and lesson plans.

Lulu/gag

pre (n=44) 36% 36! 27%
post (nmI5 47% 26% 27%

Repeaters

pre (n=35) 40% 37% 23%
post (ns36) 53% 28% 19%

7. You have time to form objectives and break them down into small steps.

Total Ursa imam Undecided

pre (nm43) 35% 37% 28%
post (ns411) 32% 3P% 32%

Repeaters

pre (n334) 38% 41% 20%
post (ns35) 37% 34% 29%

8. Tour schedule provides planning tame to accommodate ir4ividual
differences among students.

Total Agenst Disagree Undecided

pre (nm46) 26% 59% 14%

post (12=46) 33% 45% 22%

Repeaters

pre (nm37) 27% 59% 14%

post (nm37) 38% 43% 19%

13. Every teaoher should have the same amount of planning time.

Total Ai a =Ma= linclasailast

pre (n=46) 74% 15% 11%
post (n=47) 62% 17% 21%

Repeaters

Pro (12237) 6E% 19% 14%

pat (n=37) 62% 22% 16%
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TABLE 11

School Survey Responses on Communication with Colleagues which Varied
Significantly A000rding to Hi /Moderate /Law Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Aocompliehment or Deper4onalization

COMMUNICATION WITH COLLEAGUES

4. You have time to talk to other staff members.

Feelings of Emotional Exhaultion
Hi intensity (nig16'i

Moderate intensity (ns13)
Low intensity (n=16)

Feelings of Personal A000mplishment
Hi intensity (ms12)
Me4erat: intensity (n=17)
Low intensity (pan)

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (n=15)
Moderate intensity (n=16)
Low intensity (n=13)

Response to Survey Item 94

Aum Maas= Ilaguisind

13% 63%
30% 23%
69% 6%

25%
46%

25%

Response to Survey Item #4
As= Lau= Undecided

67% 25%
24% 35%
27% 27%

8%

41%

47%

Response to Survey Item #4
Astal

33%
31%
54%

=Kam ljzdectidad

47%
31%

15%

20%
38$

31%

'Three subsoils° on The Human ...ervices Survey (Maslaoh Burnout Inventory,
Maslach & Jackson, 1980)
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TABLE 11 (continued)

School Survey Responses on Communication r.ith Colleagues which Varied
Significantly According to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Accomplishment or Depersonalization

COMMUNICATION WITH COLLEAGUES

3. You have time to disouse student problems with a colleague.

Response .c Survey

larm

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion

Item #3
Undecided

Hi intensity (ns16) 31% 44% 25%

Moderate intensity (ns14) 43% 21% 29%

Low intensity (ns16) 88% 6% 6%

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (ns12) 91% 8% (b.

Moderate intensity (ns17) 41% 35% 23%

Low intensity (ns15) 40% 20% 40%

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (ns15) .. 40% 47% 13%

Moderate intensity (n516) 50% 25% 255

Low intensity (ns13) 86% 0% 14%

5. You have time to share ideas and material with other staff members.

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion

Response to Survey Item #5

Ian =taus linclacidad

Hi intensity (ns16) 6% 69% 25%

Moderate intensity (as11) 27% 36% 55%

Low intensity (ns15) 67,'. 13% 20%

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (ns12) 67% 25% 8%

Moderate intensity (ns17) 24% 35% 41%

Low intensity (ns15) 20% 47% 33%

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (ns15) 27% 47% 27%

Moderate intensity (ns15) 20% 47% 33%

Low intensity (ns13) 5% 15% 31%
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Communication with admirliatration. It is interesttag that on ths HSS
Personal Accomplishment nubsoale, the percentages are quite different from
the composite on the question of staff in ?ollvement ja scheduling decisions
gni:Duping. Of staff having Ugh feelings of personal accomplishment, 64%
agree with the statement, while 79% of staff with low feelings of pc Jonal
accomplishment disagree with the question and say they have not been in-
volved in scheduling decisions on grouping (see Table 12). In the composite
School Survey responses (from Table 8) in Fall, 1982, 60% of the total staff
(and the same percent of repeaters) feel they have not been involved in
decisions on grouping.

On the teaming issue, 55% of staff in the high personal accomplishment
category agree that they have been involveglia.schaduling decisions, ma
teaming while only 8% of etaff with low feelings of accomplishment agree.
School Survey composite results on this question, as reported earlier in
Table 8, show that only 27% of the total staff in Fall, '.982 agree that they
have been involved in scheduling decisions on teaming.

On the HS3 subsoale for Emoticnal Exhaustion of those staff in the high
emotional exhaustion category, only 6% agree they are clear, At
teaming while 50% disagree. In the moderate and low categories of emotional
exhaustion, almost the opposite is true; 46% of staff with low or moderate
levels of.exhaustiou woe they are clear on goals of grouping and ot": 18%
disagree.

Staff who score high on the Emottot!;1 Exhaustion cubsoale of the HSS
have a 6% agreement rate with this quer=/on on clarity AC gyals .1;11=1021ga,
while 37% disagree, and 56% iudicate th.r., are undecided. In the group of
staff with moderate levels of emvtional exhaustion. 15% agree they are clear
on grouping goals, 31% disagrft, and 54% are undecided. In ths group of
staff with low Levels of emotional exhaustion, 44% agree they are clear on
goals of grouping,-25% disagme, and 31% are undecided. Thus, it is staff
with low levels of emotional exhaustion who have the highest agreement rate
with the question on clarity of grouping goals. Prom the oomposite School
Survey results, however, only 21% of the total school staff agreeing that
they are clear ongoale of grouping (refer to Table 8). We can see that the
issue of homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping is still an issue of concern
for the school. This issui appeared in our original Staff Opinion Survey
(SOS) in Winter, 1981, as a priority concern of the staff, and it appears to
continue to be a major unclear issue in the school.

There does seem to be a difference on the HSS subscales in teacher
response to the statement that they have time ut makainaarigamg
Diana. Staff who feel low levels of personal acoomplishment (40% disagree,
20% agree) and high levels of emotional exhaustion (50% disagree, 31"; agree)
feel that they do not have time to make materials and lesson plans. The
opposite is true for staff with high feelings of personal accomplishment
(66% agree, 12% disagree) and low levels of emotional exhaustion (60% agree,
13% disagree); they do feel they have time to make materials and lesson
plans.
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TABLE 12

School Survey Responses on Communication with Administration which Varied
Significantly According to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Acoomplishment or Depersonalization*

COMMUNICATION WITH ADMINISTRATION

16. You have been involved in scheduling decisions on teaming.

Response to Survey Item #16

ASCU 12.1,11a&CRI lUndecided
Feelings of Personal Accomplishment

Hi intensity (nn11) 55% 45% 0%

Moderate intensity (nn17) 18% 76% 6%

Low intensity (nn13) 8% 69% 13%

17. You have been involved in scheduling
homogeneous grouping of classes?

decisions on heterogeneous/

Peelings of Personal Acoomplishment

Response to Survey Item #17

Aim DleaVea lagasigad

Hi intensity 64% 18% 18%

Moderate intensity (nn17) 29% 71% 0%

Low intensity (nn14) 14% 79% 7%

18. You are clear about the goals of teaming

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion

at PJHS.

Response to Survey

AN= AINISCAla

Item #18

liadnagnii

Hi intensity (nn16) 50% 44%

Moderate intensity (nn13) 38% 15% 46%

Low intensity (nn15) 53% 20% 27);

Peelings of Personal A000mplishaent
Hi intensity (sn11) 45% 36% 11%

Modorer,e intensity (nn17) 35% 47% 18%

Low intensity (nn15) 13% 20% 67%

19. You are clear about the goals of heterogeneous/homogeneous

of students.

Peelings of Emotional Exhaustion

grouping

Response to Survey Item #19

As= Jammu Waging

Hi intensity n16) 6% 38% 56%

Moderate intensity (n n13) 15% 31% 54%

Low intensity (nn16) 44% 25% 31%

',Three subscales on The Human Services Survey (Maslach
Maslach & Jackson, 1980)
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TABLE *3

School Survey Items of Teachsr Planning and Time Management which Varied
Significantly A000rding to Hi/Moderate/Low Levels of Emotional Exhaustion

or Personal Acoomplishment or Depersonalization'

6. There is time to make teacher-made materials and lovisoi, plans.

Reapcnse to Survey Item 96

Az= Dim= Undecided
Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion
Hi intensity (n=16) 31% 50% 19%

Moderate intensity (n=12) 50% 17% 33%
Low intensity (n15) 60% 13% 271

Feelings of Personal Accomplishment
Hi intensity (n=12) 66% 12% 17%
Moderate intensity (n=16) 63% 25% 13%
Low intensity (ns15) 20% 40% 40%

8. Your schedule provides planning tine to acoommodate individual
differenoes among students.

Response to Survey
Ague =um

Feelings of Emotional Exhaustion

Item 98
Undecided

Hi intensity (ns16) 12% 69% 15%
Moderate intensity (ns13) 31% 38% 31%
Low intensity (ns15) 53% 33% 13%

Feelings of Personal Aocomplishment
Hi intensity (n=12) 66% 33% 0%

Moderate intensity (n17) 29% 53% 18%
Low intensity (n15) 13% 53% 33%

Feelings of Depersonalization
Hi intensity (n=15) 27% 47% 27%
Moderate intensity (nsoc? 20% 53% 27%
Low intensity (n313) 54% 38% 8%

*Three subscales on The Human Services Survey (Walsall Burnout Inventory,
Meals& & Jackson, 1980)
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The overall findings on the School Survey questions dealing with time
management and teacher planning was that staff members with low levels of
emotional exhaustion and high feelings of personal acoomplishment feel that
they have sufficient time to reach tile management and planning objectives.
Teachers who have high levels of emotional exhaustion and low feelings of
personal acoomplishment do not feel they have sufficient planning time to
make lesson plans, form objectives and break down into smaller steps, and
accommodate individual student differences.

COUCLUSIONS

LCIIMUS1011111122Anna MIX LEX a DIMS= M. MI =ili a =AIL 1 la MR 2.
IgasaciaximAtjagji. Do orp.nizational changes at the Junior High Schooi

affect staff morale/job satisfaction?

In relation to researob question 1, the following conclusions were
made.

There was no significant difference in level of :^b satisfaction/morale
as measured by the HSS teat in a correlated t-test from :-er 1 to Year 2
with repeaters. Our expectations for changes from Year 1 t4 Year 2 in job
satisfaction/ wale HS3 scores was perhaps unwarranted. The organizational
changes implemented were not designed to and, in fact, did not address the
areas of concern identified by the staff.

For instance, in the original School Opinion Surrey early in Year 1 the
concerns identified were: 1) homogeneous vs. heterogeneous grouping of stu-
dents, 2) house coordinators vs. department chairs, 3) class length in terms
of time, and 4) soboolm-withinee-sobool (or teaming issues).

On the grouping issue the organizational changes involved math and
English classes. In Year 1 of our study there was one algebra and oos
advanced English class in each 8th grade team. During Year 2 it was ex-
panded to include also one advanoed English and one pro-algebra class in
each grade 7 team. Eesults from the original Staff Opinion Survey early in
Year 1 indicated overall staff approval of this type of change, with 39 of
44 staff feeling that math and English should be homogeneously grouped.

In Le School Survey pro-test (prior to the additional change to ad-
vanced 7th grade classes in Year 2), 53% of the repeaters agreed with the
statement that they were satisfied with the present hamogeneous/heterogenr.
sous grouping system. After the changes, the School Survey post-test showed
only 40% of the repeaters in agreement with the same statement. Even within
the math and English departments, 4 of 6 math teachers and 3 of 5 English
teaohers were not satisfied with grouping as indicated by their post test
responses.

Elsewhere in this paper a lack of staff involvement in policy decision
slaking is discussed. If the English and math teachers had perceived greater
involvement

in fact, have agreed with the statement in Year 2 that they 'are sat-
vement in the change.; which so greatly affected their departments they

might

iseied with the present homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping of.students.
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In addition, we note that 39 of 44 staff were in agreement on the orig-
inal Staff Opinion Survey that social studies, science, and species should
be heterogeneously grouped. Thus, the pzimiiiat practice of homogeneous

grouping in math and English classes max is in acoorUance with staff

preferences.

A second area of ocncern vas the issue of house coordloatora vc. de-
partment chairpersons. On the School Opinion Survey, early in 1, staff

opinion was virtually split on this issue. During Year 2 of our stu4 a

change was made and department chairs replaoed house coordinators. Despite

the faot that this was a major change, it covid not be erpeoted to lead to
Change in morale/job satisfaotion because of the neutralizing effect of the

even split of staff opinion.

A third area of concern was the issue of length of time of classes. On

the original Staff Opinion Survey in Year 1 all but two aoademio teachers

were in agreement that 45-50 minute classes were best. About half the spe-

cials teachers said 60-70 minutes were best. Therefore, the change made to

50 minute classes in Year 2 mild not be ezp4.1i,ted to affect the morale/job

satisfaction of all staff.

A fourth identifiedivIva of concern was a .ols-within-speohool/team-

Lag. No changes were made with respect to this issue in Year 2.

The other organizational changes in Year 2 (e.g., electives in art and
musics, all teachers have homeroom duty and study hall duty, *to. - see
Appendix A) had little to do with the areas of staff concern identified on

the original Staff Opinion Survey.

We feel the organizational changes were not a000mpanied by change in
level of morale because staff opinion was split about house coordinators/
department chairs and length of class time and no organizational changes
occurred in teaming. When changes ware made in the area of grouping, teach-

ers felt the changes were made without their involvement.

NCIMJlEDARDINGIggxzELMIIKELpRE-TESTRUI/sOST-TEST
gum= QuaRtioiljZ: Do organizational changes at the Junior High School

affect teacher perceptions of teaming, job satisfac-
tion, communication with colleges and administration,
time management and teacher assignment?

luau&

The teachers at Portsmouth Junior High School feel teaming is benefi-

cial to teachers; they like to be part of a teaching team. They prefer to

work with a team rather than individually. Only one respondent is not sat-

isfied with working with present %embers of their team. This suggests that

strong efforts should be made to maintain taaohing teams at PJHS.
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gamajaciraugui with Administration

Interview responses suggest that we have a princirel who is available

for staff to talk to. Staff seem to value this availability. Survey re-

sults indicate, however, that staff perceive that they are not involved in

making decisions on teaming and grouping, nor are they clear about the

school goals of teaming and student grouping.

In response to the question, "Thilaatml.thatilltialArshfalliAlL
Siglellnalit MAUImale" one teacher said:

I would say yes to that. I am nit sure I oan be

specific as to what they are. I don't think of any one

point in time since I was hired here, I ever got to see
a piece cf paper that said this was Portsmouth Junior

High School's philosophy. . . I think something should
be written down, something spelled out in black and white.

. . . When you start talking about philosophy, things can

get pretty nebulous. And actually break do and itemize

some certain goals or things for the school - its a good

idea that it was done and available .

Our interview with the principal indicates he is clarer on the school's

goals of teaming and grouping:

The school will still be sectioned into threw teams,
with the seventh grade team andthe eighth grads team, and

Q reason for that, for keeping that, and I think probably

the reason it °ems about in the beginning when we first
started this was to keep the kids in a smaller unit so that

teachers get a chinos to know them better, get a chance to

meet together where they'd be free at the use time, and to

talk about the kids and pretty much the direction they're

headed in.

And when asked about grouping of students he said:

I see it happening sore within subjects - I do not see

the school moving towards a pure homogeneous setup. We went

through that, you know, seven or eight years ago for a number

of years, that tracking system, and it didn't work .. I

see the homogeneous grouping, then again not pure homogeneous

grouping in the math and the English areas with the pre-

algebra in the seventh, pre-algebra in the eighth, the
advanced English in the seventh, the advanced English in the

eighth and the French program, those are the areas, you know,

we're working with somewhat now and I think we will wort with

in the future. I can't see us going to a homogeneous

grouping in the science classes and the social studies

Glasses.

Our findings show that the teachers at PJHS perceive themselves to be

unclear on the goals of teacher teaming and grouping of students. A number

of articles in the literature reviewed suggest that when teachers are unclear

regarding the goals, this affects their job satisfaction and morale.
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fanularatian Yltn =mama
The majority of the staff at PJHS feel they do not Lave time to Ntsak

to other staff members' or time to "shAre ideas and materials," and only 55%
feel they have time to sdisouss student problems with oolleagues." More
teachers feel they have time to discuss students' problems because weekly
teas meetings within the school provide that opportunity.

ILK &mum= Elann/BillAagliiE AtulAnnati

In the area of time seams:sent and planung teachers don't seem to feel
that they have enough time to acoommodete individual differences among
students or to make teacher-made materials and lesson plans. This could

lead to difficulties with the students who require individualized eduoation
plans.

Regarding tta statement 'every teacher should teach reading' the re-
search teen is undecided on why the staff agrees with such a high percentage
(610. It may mean either the staff /should teach a skill-reading class or
reading should be taught in the content area. This issue could be investi-

gated further.

MO= MLR= 3111 111:112111207411a MA ILIUM
2AnniMALARIALLMALls Is goal clarity and teacher involvement in decision

making related to staff morale/jab satisfaction?

When the total staff was divided into thirds, high, moderate, and low
groups based on their MS scores, staff in high and low groups differed on
their School Survey responses in three areas: 1) oummunioation with col-
leagues, 2) oommunioation with administration - i.4.. clarity of goals and
involvement in decision making, and 3) time management.

Staff with low levels of emotional exhaustion feel they have time to
communicate with colleagues; those with high levels of emotional exhaustion
do not. Staff with low levels of depersonalization also feel they have time

to occounioate with colleagues. Staff with high levels of depersonalization
(callousness, cynicism, and insensitivity toward students) do not feel they

have time to talk to colleagues.

Staff having high feelings of personal accomplishment feel they have
been involved in scheduling decisions on homogeneous/heterogeneous grouping
whereas staff with low foaling* of personal accomplishment dc not feel they
have been involved.

Of those staff with high levels of emotional exhaustion, for agree that
they are clear on the goals of teaming and grouping. Staff with low love/e
of emotional exhaustion, however, tend to agree more than disagree that they
are clear on the goals of teaming and grouping.
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In general, when staff members perceive there is time and an cpportunity
for oomaunioation with colleagues and administration they also tend to have
higher levels of morale/job satisfaotion.

The overall findings on the School Survey questions dealing with time
management and teacher planning were that staff members with low levels of
emotional exhaustion and high feelings of personal accomplishment feel that
they have sufficient time to reach time management and planning objectives.
Staff who have high levels of emotional exhaustion and low feelings of per-
sonal accomplishment do not feel they have' sufficient planning time to "make
lesson plans, "form objectives and break down into smaller steps" and "ac-
commodate individual student differences." It appears that whenever possi-
ble scheduling should include staff input to reflect individuals' needs for
effective planning time.

LIMITATIONS

Within the reality of the school setting a number of oonditions may
have affected our results. First, mortality in this sample from pre- to
post-testing resulted in ten teachers, out of a total staff of 52, leaving
the school after Year 1 of our study during which the pee -teat data had been
oolleoted4 The correlated t-test on the Human Servioes Survey (Maslanh
Burnout Inventory) was calculated using only the 'repeaters," those staff
who remained at the school both years. The total number of repeaters taking
the pee -test and post-test was 38 out of 42 staff remaining in the school
wth years. Ten new staff joined the school during Year 2 of this study and
their peroeptions were also important to the research questions. Thus, when
School Survey data was analysed for Year 2 (the poi'- test data only), the
total staff opinion was compared to the opinions of the repeaters.

Direct interview was an important part of this study to gather data
from the entire school staff in the original Staff Opinion Survey which
helped the team decide staff concerns. There may be biasing of the results
by the direct interview method, specifically, the particular bias of the
interviewer knowing the interviewee, however, the team decided this was a
preferable design than use of an outsider to interview staff or simply
haalL4 out questionnaires.

The time of testing may have been a limitation, however, the team chose
what they believed to be two equally stressful times in the school year -
the pre-testing Year 1 ma done in Spring, with one month remaining of
school and the post-testing Year 2 was completed within one month prior to
Christmas vacation.

All the surveys used in this study are "self-perroptionnairee and
therefore limited by all confounding variables linked to this category of
data collection
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Questions arising in recent presentations of the findings and conclu-
sions concern the further examination of Human Services Survey results for
particular subgroups, i.e., math teachers, English teachers which we have
not presented for every question but have included where the data seemed
important. A seoond set of questions concern individuals who may have
changed drastically in their scores cr perceptions from Year 1 to Year 2,
i.e., going from LO to HI HSS scores. Because confidentiality and anonymity
was assured to all participants, th4 team has been reluctant to pursue this
kind of analysis.

:HPLICATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The following section lists implications derived from the results and
process of this collaborative action research study and suggestions for the
future.

1. The effectiveness of the collaborative action research model within an
actual project for change should be studied. Such a plan would probably
involve the leader of the change project (e.g., principal, superintendent)
as a member of the action research team.

There are many points of view and various schemes for the assessment of
the effectiveness of the use of the action research model in con unction
with a change project. For example, the results when the principal is
the action research leader could be compared to the results when some
other participant serves as leader.

2. A future study might consider the effects of school scheduling changes
on the students by interviewing and surveying students or measuring
learning achievement lr attitude. Although beyond the soope of this
study, effects of changes on students could be an important addition to
further work in the area of school scheduling.

3. A future action research team oould create and implement a program for
reducing stress in the school and then evaluate this program by using
the HS3 in a pre-test/post-test anaiyala: ?nr instance, involvement in
decision making seems to relate to levels of morale/job satisfaction.
Conclusions drawn from this study and others reviewed suggest this
important organizational ohange should be studied by administrators and
teachers.

Y. Teachers who are now experienced in the collaborative action research
process could use their skills in promoting the prooess with other
school staffs at other sites.

5. Funding for skilled secretarial support outside the school is a neces-
sary part of the collaborative research process, not usually available
at the school site.
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6. The keeping of a complete agenda for all meetings over the length of
the project is valuable in the collaborative reaewoh process and
helpful in the end product.

7. Presentations of findings at prestigious national conferences promote
feelings of a000mpliehment for the collaborative action research team
members.

8. A clearinghouse or network for oommunication among ongoing action
research projects could be very helpful, For instance, in this
project we were able to collaborate and. share research design with
the Michigan ARCS group during Year 1. Later in Year 2 discussions
with other action researchers at conferences enhanced the meaning of
our own work and our knowledge of the history of collaborative
action research.

9. Collaborative action research projects will be moat successful when:
school administrator*: provide support and voice any possible sanctions,
research questions and agendas are not imposed prior to the formation
of the team, and the research team maintains an awareness of issues of
confidentiality and anonymity when collecting data from participants.
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APPENDIX A

Organizational Changes Effected Between 1981-82 and 1982-83 at FJHS

t. Homogeneous grouping expanded to inolude tares 7th grade advanoed
English and thraid7th gradm'prealgebra classes (one in each house)
to mstoli the three 8th grade advanoed English and algebra claimer,.

2. No house covodinators, instead new department heads.
3. Department heads are teachers.
4. Set amount of time for all clasaes, 45 minutes.
5. Few staff Changes.

6. New principc1 opens school this year.
7. Salary raises, pay period choice of 26 or 21 days.
8. Principal has beau speaking to individual teachers about their

ooncerns,

9. All faculty bombers have duties, e.g., homeroom, bus duty, oafe:eria.
10. Evelone has study hell exoept department heads.

11. I.E.' a oompleted by teachers for a whole year rather than each marking
peril 4

12. Number o: case workers for I.B:P. students reduced from seven to four
(over IOC I.E.P.$).

13. Two behavioral management homerooms.
14. Changes in Resource team embership e.g., new ideas.
15. P.E.E.P. and A.B.L.E.
16. LIDS 2 doubled in size.

17. Students have Specials - rotate on P: -day basis.
18. Students have elective choices within some Spaoials, e.g.

musil.

19. No in-aohool suspension.
20. Hells and tardy bell for changing classes.
21. Students not allowed to go to lookers between periods.
22. Computer soheduling of olasaes.
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Appendix B

STAFF OPINION SURVEY

ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

TEACHER SURVEY - NEW HAMPSHIRE

3 February 1982

TO: All Staff Members

FROM: Action Research Teas

RE: Teacher Survey

Attached you will find a copy of the results of a
recent survey you completed. The charts represent a
detailed breakdown of the responses. The four academ4c
areas appear first, math; social studies; science; and
English; and thou a sub-total. Next are five addition-
al areas: home econorlos; industrial arta; music plus
art plus physical education grouped together; resource
people; and administration plus guidance followed by a
sub-total of these areas. The overall sohool total is
shown in the last column.

In questions that asked for an extended response,
the most frequently mentioned top three responses are
published. Responses are additionally broken down by
academic teachers and nan.aoademio teachers (meaning
all other staff members). There were many more com-
ments that were too numerous to print. All of your
comments will be considered by the lotion ReLearch
Teas. In the near future, it is hoped that the Action
Research Team will htve a meeting to allow teachers to
melt with us to discuss your concerns.

The Action Research Teas greatly appreciates your
cooperation and always welcomes your input. Again,
many thanks for your assistanec.

p1w

Attacbment
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Appendix B

STAFF OPINION SURVEY

ACTI6A RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

TEACHER SERVS' - REV HAMPSHIRE

3 February 1982

TO: All Staff Mosher'

FROM: Lotion Research Zean

RE: Teacher Survey

Attached you will tend a copy of the results of a
recent survey you complete.. The obarta represent a
detailed breakdown of the responses. The four academic
areas appear first, math; social et:incl.; solence; and
English; and then a sub-total. Next are live addition-
al areas: home economics; industrial arts; music plus
art plus physical education grouped together; resource
people; and administration plus guidance followed by a
sub-total of these areas. The overall school total is
shown in the last column.

In questions that asked for an extended response,
the most frequently mentioned top three responses are
published. Responses are additionally broken down by
academia teachers and non-academia teaobira (meaning
all other staff members). There were 'waif more c a-
ent' that wore too numerous to print. All of your
comments will be oonsidered by the Lotion Research
Team. In the near future, it is hoped that the Aotisn
Researoh Team will have a meeting to allow teaoher" to
meet with us to discuss your concern's.

The Lotion Reaearoh Team greatly appreoiatea your
000peration and always volcanos your input, Again,
many thanks for your assistance.

plw

Attachment
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Appendix B

NEW HAMPSHIRE
ACTION RESEARCH ON CHANGE IN SCHOOLS

TEACHER SURVEY
RESULTS

Preamble: I am a member of a 5 person action research team. The action research

team has been fundeJ by the National institute of Education for a two
year period to research issues of change In schools. We decided to

conduct research on an issue important to our school. Scheduling

seems the leading concern and problem.

Using the following format, we plan to interview al: staff members
who wish to be interviewcti to determine their views on scheduling and
related issues. We also wish to solicit your sk;gestions on specific
avenues of research.

Your response: 11 be codfidential. Aggregate results will be

publicized. The findings are to help; us direct out research.

(Have you any qunstions before we begin?)

Most of the responses have the following format: a) strongly

disagree, b) disagree, c) agree, and d) strongly agree.

I. Views on Present Scheduling

1. The present schedule 11 satisfactory

a.

b.

c.

d.

sttongly disagree

disagree

agree

strongly agree

PISS SciEng Sub

Plus

Art Adm
HE' IA PE Res Gut Sub T

0 !.2-' 1 .1 4 2 L 1 1 1

) 3 3 12 1 1 1 0 1 4 16

2

Th-01
I. 1 2 6 1 0

0 01

1

0

..)

0

Ls
1 1 1

1.1-..,..

20 0 1

2. What things do you Me most about presort ;hedule?

Academic teachers Non-Academic teachers

a) Length of class period a) Length of class

b) Five academic classes b) Seven period day

c) Small classes c) Nothing

L. What things do you like least about present sched'jle?

Academic teachers

a)

bl

c)

Study halls
Lack of flexibility
Not enough extra time
during day for house meeting

Non-Academic teachers

a) Poor arrangements for specials classes

b) Study halls

c) Periods too short and too many classes
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11 Schools-Within-A-School

1. The schools -within-a-schmel organisational concept

should be retained.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

C. agree

d. strongly agree

M Si Scl

Mus
Art Ado

NE IA PE Cul Sub 1

0 0 2 0 EU 0 0)D 0 * 0 2

ll
n

0 1 1 fl 0 0 :III o S

, 1 Elfin 1 20

, 6 , ni fin 16

2. What theftss is you Ilk. wort about "schools-wl chairs-school"?

Academic teachers,

a) Teachers shore cosmos grow of kids a)

b) Students have identity b)

c) Smeller classes
c)

3. What things do you Ilke least about "sr'

til=41513PCala
a) isolate* teachers from Other

teachers
III its not like It used to be
c) Not enough total school inentity

4. teaching teams should have the opportunity

U9 meet during school hours.

teachers

Studs is have Identity
Teaching teams meeting time together

to discuss kids
Less confusion - mere organised

rnools,witho,-e-school"?

1.1
a) Specialists not !rewind In teams

b) Iselev,49 teachers and kids

c) Ilecreasel flexibility

S.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

C. agree

d. strongly agree

hoes

Art Ado

M SS I N IA P Cul Sub

0 MEI 1 111111116ii o o . 2

0 n 0 0 ran .

ni_nninnm
. : .

. , ,

nnneurvn , 1 4 4 ..:u_.:
Teaching toms memberships should be
:etereined by the teachers.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

4. Teaching teems should be abandoned,

a.

b.

e.

d.

strongly disagree

dIsagtve

afro*

strongly agree

M SS 5 IE S NE IA
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7. The action research graup should study the educational
vela al "schools-within-a-school" end/or tows teething.

N S1 Se NE
a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly &gene

III. Leadership

nus
Art Ada

IA PC Ras CI
LIIIIIIIICIOCIIIEN 0 . . . I I

011111111115111 0 I

5 7 3 2 17 3 2 2 b 2 13 301

0 0 I 1 2 3 0 0 1 1 ' b' 7i

Move coordinators should be retained.
N SS

a. strongly Cassese

b. oilseeds

c. agree

d. strongly ogre.

S I N

Nus
Art Ad.

IA Pt Res fwd Sub
ill El 1111M111111[11
rinnrormn
2 nervy!" 4

alMill1111111
, n ,

20 1

rum
1 I I2rinnnone! 4 0 , 0 2 Lam.;

2. if there Is to be system of house coordinators. there should be .... (how many?).

Academe teochers Imisfirle teacher,

a) time for each house a) One for each house
b) Ome for each grade b) One for each grade
c) Lore c) Zero

3. &Waning nest Year. teethe's. ran sr this edelaistratece. Nus
Should servo as department chairpersons. Art Ads

N S Sclmne S NC 6u1s. strongly dished,

es dieser..

C. WOO
d. strongly ogres

Sub
(III nnium 111111313[111
nnrumnineenninim

0 .

0 nril 6 11 2 4 2 2 1

4 0 I 1 2

*Ire It not possible tr. have teachers serve as both house
coordinator and Upartmeat chairperson. which would you 'refs'?

P. teachers Is the house coordinator role

b. teachers In the depa-tment chairperson role II

S. The action research team should study the educational
benefits of heed coordinated and/or daloarlown
chairpersons.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

C. strongly agree

N SS SchEM Sub NC IA

Nus

Art
PE be

Ada
Cul Sub

0 . 0 0 10 0 0 11 0 0 0 I

0 . I 1 1101. .

b' rocirmn 4 2 i ,4
0 I 1 2 min i ,2
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IV. Grouping Nu;

I. Homogeneous gre.gpIng by .bliity for all c asses is best. At Abet

SS Scitne Sub ME iA PE Res GO
a. strongly mils*. ree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

Sub

smeasillausitiutica
2 , 1 nulillil 2

0 2 1urn . ..
0 i ruinnn 4 .

O . 1 0 } ' j 1 0 1 I 0 2 S

Sus

2. Heteroganeous grouping by ability for all classes is best. Art Ade
NE IA PE Res Cul

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. elm
d. strongly agree

3. Some subjects desmehd hemngeneemo ability grouping.
M SS Scilne Sub

S S I Sub

111:11tlIENImere WEI
n

I 0 0 2liar 4 24

con t 4 I I 0 1

tilill:. If) I I I I 0 .

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

If agree. which ones/

Nue
Art Ado

IA K Res Gut Sub T

tliltliMIEM
ninfirilin

:6

2:2
4...4

1 j2 i 7

1 0

I 1 I 0

C

2

0 3 2

II 26

1 i 6 13

Mon-Ace4eolc toechers

A) Math A) math

b) English b) English
c) Ferslen Impose c) Advanced meth and English

4. At least some classes should feature heterogamous
ability

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. *gram

d. strongly ogres

If Agree. which one./

N SS Scl

Plus
Art Us

IA P _Res Sul Sub T

010 010 1 0 0 0 010 0 0" 0'
o o 010 1 0 o 1 Ilo 0 2 2

2 5 615 116 312 3 4 1 13 21

2 2 I I I 1 6 1 1 1 111 2 6 12

Mon-Acadeolc ;others

a) Specials a) Specials

b) Social studies A) Social studies

c) Science c) Science

S. The ectIon research group should research homogeneous MUG
sad heterogeneous grouping schemes. Art

N SS SciEng Sub ME IA PE Res

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

c. agree

d. strongly agree

Abu
Gal Sub

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 01 I 0 2 0 1111 .

:1111FUMIIIIIII
1111111111111

0 I '

I
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V. Time Frame

I. Present SO minute classes are Ideal.

a. strongly disagree

4. disagree

6. agree

0. strongly agree

M SS Id

Mus
Art Ade

Sub NE IA FE Res Go Sub

CT-04011T 1--,_i I:0 0 0 I 2 3.
1

0 1 2 2 0 1 I
i

6 11

. 4'
1 1 0 1 12 27

, n'A:Alson.lim AL
2. The perfect length In time for my class is . . . . inutee

Academic teachers Non- Academic teachers

a) Ali but two teachers said
45-50 minutes

e) Answers varied from 25 to 7S minutes
About half said 60-70 mlnate

Nes
3. The action research greug should study class length. Art Ade

MS S ;clEns Sub NI IA PE Res 4ui Sub
a. stroegly disagree

b. disagree

6. agree

d. strongly ogres

T

0101 0 0 0 0 0 0

0' 2 1 1 . 2, 4 1 I I II 1

nannin1111
4

21 . 1 4 11 24

7 .

VI. Other Scheduling Variations

I. Molding all classes In some order. every day is best.

a. strongly disagree

b. disagree

C. agree

d. strogly agree

M_ SS NE

Mus
Art Ade

IA Ft Ass Qui Sub
2 4 1 0 AMIE) 0' . 9n

0 1 I 1 2 1 1 121

1 $. 2 2 4 I ' 12 20'
011 :0!2 3;0 01011 11 z 51

2. The natation ef the order of classes sac* day Is best.

a. strongly disagree

4. disagree

6. 811r04

d. strongly agree

M SS Sc1EM Sub

mue
Art Ade

IA Ff 14$ Sul Sub`.1 '1 I tiv_tio oil I ji_
. 3 II , $ 1 2 1 4 I , 17..L.L.I

I 2 1 Z 6 2 01) 0 2 7 11;

1. 3 . 2 0 1 4(0 Ili;I:o . 4 10

3. tech team of teachers should be able to adjust the
schedule to suit their needs to the greatest extent
possible.

a. strongly disagree

b. dissents

C. agree

d. strongly agree
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M SS Sc1Ene Stab NE

Mus
Art Ade

IA FT Res Gm' S4b
0 + 0 0 0 T 0 0 01 011 0 I I'
0,0 2 i 0 1 2 I I 0 0 2 4 1

3 541 1 ) 1,142 2 1 4 4 '17 31 1

21 2 01 3 1 7 2 1 0 1 1 0 1 4 11



. Ths octlen research team should stud, ch. Impact on
'earning of the static vs. the rotating order of
*Illy classes.

N SS %cll.% Sub
a.

b.

c.

d.

strongly disagree

dlUlgrOS

agree

strongly ayes.

VII. Prioritisation o1 Reward Topics

(lank order)

Nemegamesue vs. heterogamous trouping

Schools-within -a-school

Team teaching

Value of house coordinate, role

Value of departmeet chairperson role

iffeetive length of classes' (minutia, per

Static vs. rotating scheduling

NE IA

AUS
Art

PE ass

Adm
Cul

0 0 0.0 , 0 Ei 6 0 0 3 r .

1 0 4 Oil 2 1 1 . 5 °

2 /* .1 28

112 011 6 0 II 1 0 1

period)

Academic teachers (top throe) Mon-scedeolc teachers (top three)

a) 'Moson's., vs. beterogewseus a) effective length of classes
II) Schools-within-a-school b) Schools-wIthIns-schspl
c) Static vs. rotating schedule c) Homogeneous qrs. heterogeneous

Other Comments
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Appendix C

NHS History 1972-1982

24 March 1982

AAA= John Alden

These are the dates changes were made in our school
system. I have tried to show the programs in chrono-
logical order. They are as accurate as a teacher's ass-
ory will permit.

1121:11
Double tracked ability grouping - Math track

and English track
16 Grade 8 classes grouped A-P
10 Grade 7 classes at main building
6 Grade 7 classes at annex
St. Patrick's Parochial School in main building

to take classes in shop, home economics, and physical
education. A school built For 550 students at one
point now houses over 1,000 students

Title I program begins
°Moe detentions from work program to looked-in

(all students in a olassroom) program
Superintendent orders ocionoe to develop and teach

a program in sex eduoation.

1971-72
Two new science labs
New soienoe program developed during summer
Science on a saven week rotating program
Each student, 5 courses
5 teachers in main building
Teachers hand out own marks every 7 weeks
One 8th grade class broken and students placed

in 5 other classes For science.

1972-71
Flexible multilevel parallel tracking program

both grades
All students in tour group*

A - Advanced
B High Average
C - Low Average
D - Below Average

Classes within ability groups mixed



Z

1971-74
During year principal leaves. Assistant principal

beonaes temporary principal; then retires. A new prin-
cipal is selected. Annex principal becomes neu assis-
tant principal. New annex principal

New principal starts a faculty senate which meets
weekly to di.ouss school problems. Members are se-
lected by departments

Junction program begins?

.1-9.7.1-15
Staff development program 'to 5 school boards. It

is anproved
Principal move to high school! new principal again

at junior high
May-7th period mini-courses assigned to all teachers
Junior High building program approved
Parochial students no longer come to Jr. High

itzszal
Distriotwide staff development a year plan now in

operation
School on split sessions at two buildings, 2 morn-

ing groups. 2 afternoon groups. Extra time to be used
by teachers for meetings, school visitations, special
planning

Special team project afternoons at annex in which
5 teachers try total team approach with 4 classes:
2 above average, 2 below average

Mainstreaming of all students begins
Weekend conference in Dover, braicstormitg

issues in teaching

1.911=72
4 schools- within -a- school established at the Jr.

High. Each school has a team of teaohers, students,
and specialists. Each school's schedule is developed
by teachers within designated time blocks. P.oh school
has an unpaid house coordinator. Split sessions con-
tinue until Christmas

Oae school has fewer students but all Title
(apooial needs) students

Teacher Corps project submitted and approved

1977-78
4 house coordinators in charge of 4 houses (de-

partment he,ds dropped - principal and vice principal
now department beads)



Houses balanced: each has same number of
students. Time blocks establisted; each house given
lunoh time and specials and la trite to create
schedule in rest of time. Students traveled in groups

Teaoher Corps project 2 years
Junction program ends
Supervisory union bro!'en
School district separates from 4 towns. Area

agreement still in effect. Towns still send students
to high school

Newington has arwa agreement for 7th and 8th grade
students to be educated at our ,schools

1978-79
KIDS II project starts for emotionally handicLpped
KIDS II mainstreamed when possible (science and

social studies)
Last year of Teacher Corps
I.E.P. students all in one house

1479-80

1280 -$1
P.E.E.P.S. program begins for :oreschool special

education students
One house eliminated! teachers reasoigned from 4

to 3 teams
I.E.P.s all houses

1481-8Z
Principal leaves. Temporary principal. Mew

principal (former staff member) hired
Project .R.C.S. begins
3 houses remain; 2 house coordina lrs serve all

three houses
Schedules done by house coordinator', (up to now

vice principal in charge of scheduling)
In- school suspension program starts
7 period schedule instituted

6 7
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Appendix D

Human Services Survey/School Survey

ACTION RESUACN ON CNAPCI SCNOrti may 1112

Pres* lo

In January. en our previous guestionneirs. both academic and non-scohosie
Conker. ranked 4611117 grouping (I.e.. homegermous and heterogeneous classes/
and school within a school teaming) among their top three priority 11111L211
for Our research teem to Investigate. We would Ilse to find out ours about your
perceptions of these limns& by having you answer the questions below.

The resoonime arm strictly caefiCential and only group results will be
reported at a at dote.

ble operoolate your assistance.

ismogreellio Sett.

Temp seas

hecItal status:

Ivor owl.

(2) fams14

(11 single
(2) serried
(3) divorced
(h) widowed

(5) ether (plows. specify

If married. foe hew loot hove you been vIrriod te your Current spouse/

__roar,

If yes here ciOldrome how sammy of them are now living with you/

'children live with me

I hove no children

Plume chock the highest *Agree you have waived:

W
"IMMEMMID

U
1101$

M

DIA*15

NA*50

CArS/2 NA

Whet Is the subject area Is which you teach/
Grohs Neel/

amber of years teaching at Portsmouth Junior Nigh Schmitt
Total mambor of years toachinw/
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ihamen itervices S--vey

Now Oftems 0 1 2 1 4 S 5

N ever A few times Once a A few anal I. few taw/
a veer month or timeaa a times s.v,
# lass his month week a week

2

row Strang: 0 1 2 3 4 5 IS 7

N ear very mild. Moderate major.
barely eery strong

noticeable

Nam Otte.

1. ..
2

I.

5.
6.
7.

S.

9.
10.

12. . .1=1111PD
13.

./...0 .1111111.

16.

17..
Is.
ig.

20. #110
21.

22.

111111

.11111

itstamamtai

.mal emetioemlly despised from my work.

I feel used 41,, it the sod of the weekday.

I feel fatigued what I get v7. :11 the moraine and hove fees
another day ea the J.L.

I cam easily understand how 11, students feel about things.

I feel I treat ammo students as if thar'are lePerifolf:

Marking with people all ray is easily a strain for em.

I deal very effectively with the polluter f my stalest,.

feel harmed out fraa, Of wort.

I feel I've positively leeluseeing ether people's lives TAWOUgh mole

I've teams sere calleme toward people since I teak this job.

I worry that this job Is hardening me emotionally.

1 teal very energetic.

I feel frustrond by my job.

I fag, I'm wetting tee herd at Of Job.

I don't really can what happens to some indents.

lath fambele directly pets tee much steaks an me.

1 can easily crests a released etmeschere with my s:udets.

feel exhilereamd after working closely with my stuOants.

I have eccaspliched easy worthwhile things In this Jas.

I feel like I'm et the end of my rape.

In my week. I deal with emotional problems very calmly.

I feel students blame zt. fr- sums of their problems.

69
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Please Indicate hew you feel shout the following stet...oats:

A. Inflelts17 ogres; S. Agree; C. Neybe;.11. Disagree; E. Infinitely disperse

IMIEM

0111110

1. Your current schedule west utilises your Went so a teacher.

2. Toes teach's,' Is beceflulal For teachers.

3. You herr time to dimes student problems with colleague.

1. yam hem Chic co talk be ocher staff mambo's.

3. Tem heed time se shoes Idess and meterlels yids ether staff members.

C. There Is this Co mobs tosChreumede mearlels and lessee pleas.

7. You keys this es Pore lessee objectless and brrak this /lame Isle smell steps.

S. lour schedule provides slamming time time ammemmedete Individual differences
among students.

9. Dee Illso is be port Os teaching teem.

10. Dee prefsr is week ImeeldusIlly roam then with teem.

It. leery teacher should task esedlaj.

12. You pregor is teach stow reds less!.

13. trot teacher amid hove the same amount of planning time

14. Sehodellsi should permit . mockup between seeseers' carrels. styles and
studefle" learning styles.

13. Scho.dltes should he done ss Chet sluts hoods ere relatively equil.

III. Yee have wee Involved in scheduling decIsioer am teaming.

17. You huge bees !evolved la schoeulleg doeskins es hateregmL.4eus end
homogeneous grooming .f glosses.

II. Vim hie clear chest the pools .f teeming et Portsmouth All.' Nigh School.

1,. you are !IOW about the peels of Issmagememus and hetangeoseue grouping
students at PAS.

20. You an seelsfled working with the present members If arm tom.. 11, you are satisfied with the present hemogse and hotaregenJeue Snowing
o f seedeass.
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Appendix E

Interview Questions for PJHS Teachers, 1982

Introduction to Teacher interviews
Portsmoutd Junior High School
November, 1982

We have decided to ask several teachers to help in validating
our research data by discussing several points. Please respondIn the knowledge that we are speaking in confidence. Thank youfor your cooperation.

1. Do you feel that this; school has a philosophy, or general goals'?
If so, what do you think it is? If not, do you think we shouldhave one? Why or why not?

2. Do you feel like you have time/are free to communicate with
colleagues? Administration? Does your freedom or lack of itaffect how you fdel about teaching here?

3. What is your schedule? Are you satisfied with the schedule now?
What changes would you like to see? Do you thilk these changes
will occur? Why or why not?

4. Were you aware of any changes made In the schedule this year?
Did they affect you in any way? (e.g., see changes on other sheet)

5. Have any of these changes affected your students' behavior?
Achievement?

6. Each school is made up of teams of teachers. What do you feel
a team is at PJHS' What should it be? Has it changed from last
year?- Do you think it is valuable? Does teaming affect your
working conditions at PJHS (e.g., job satisfaction, level o!
morale, attitudes toward students)? Does teaming affect students'
achievement and learning conditions? If so, how?

7. Do you think homogeneous and heterogeneous grouping of students
affects your working r..undltions (e.g., job satisfactioP, level of
morale, attitudes toward students)? Does it affect students'
learning conditions and achievement? If so, how?

8. Did any changes this year affect how you feel about your job, or
your level of morale (e.g., salary raise, change in schedule,having a home room, havi4 a study)?

9. Are therf any things outside of school that are affecting yourmorale this yeae? Would you be willing to describe them?
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